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ABSTRACT
El Partido de la Garra: Opposition to the Independent Club in Laredo, Texas, During the Great
Depression (May 2018)

Lilia R. Mora, B. A., Texas A&M International University
Chair of Committee: Dr. Jerry Thompson

This thesis focuses on the opposition to the Independent Club in Laredo, Texas, during
the Great Depression. The Independent Club, one of the most influential political machines in
South Texas, originated in the 1890s as a result of a rivalry between two political groups in
Laredo, Texas—the Botas (Boots) and the Guaraches (Sandals). After the two parties
consolidated their efforts and formed the Independent Club in 1894, the party came to dominate
Laredo politics for eight decades, until its collapse in 1978.
The Independent Club ran unopposed for several decades until the citizens of Laredo and
Webb County, displeased with the way the city and county government were dealing with the
effects of the Great Depression, formed the Progressives Citizens Party and attempted to remove
Independent Club members from office. Focused primarily on issues of taxation and education,
El Partido de la Garra, as the party was known, campaigned vigorously, and gained a large
following. While in the end, the party was not successful in undoing the patron system and
removing the followers of Albert Martin from office, the Progressive Citizens Party planted the
seeds of opposition in the minds of the people. In fact, the party was largely responsible for
Mayor Albert Martin’s decision to step down from office in 1939. El Partido de la Garra’s

iv
resilience inspired the reformers of the late-1950s to challenge the Independent Club, as well as
those reformers in 1978 who helped to overthrow the “Old Party.”
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CHAPTER I
THE BIRTH OF THE INDEPENDENT CLUB: AN INTRODUCTION
The Independent Club, or Partido Viejo (Old Party) as it came to be known on the United
States-Mexico border, originated as a result of a rivalry between two political groups in Laredo,
Texas, the Botas (Boots) and the Guaraches (Sandals). After the two parties agreed to
compromise and consolidate their efforts and form the Independent Club in 1894, the party came
to dominate Laredo politics and did so for eight decades, until its demise in 1978.1 A complete
sweep by Old Party candidates occurred the following year. Danish-born, Andrew Hans Thaison
was elected and became the first Guarache mayor, yet he resigned shortly afterwards because he
did not agree with the way political leaders conducted themselves.2 Seeing that the Independent
Club was garnering most of the votes, numerous Botas abandoned their party and by 1896,
candidates on the Old Party ticket were predominantly Botas. Complete control of city and
county politics was achieved by the Independent Club within a year.
By November 1898, the Independent Club was running without opposition from the
Reform Club (composed of remnants of the Guaraches); most of the candidates on the ballot
were seeking reelection. Running unopposed would not last long for the Independent Club. The
following year, a dreadful smallpox epidemic swept the streets of Laredo, the likes of which had
never been experienced in the city. 3 Discontent with how Old Party leaders dealt with the
plague, the electorate hurried to the voting booths and the Reform Club defeated the Independent

This thesis follows the journal model of The American Historical Review.
1
Elena Holloway, Handbook of Texas Online, "Independent Club," accessed February 09,
2017, http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/wmiqt.
2
Jerry D. Thompson, Warm Weather and Bad Whiskey: The 1886 Laredo Election Riot (El Paso: Texas
Western Press, 1991), 130.
3
Carlos E. Cuéllar, “Laredo Small Pox Riot,” Handbook of Texas Online, accessed February 12, 2017,
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/jcl01
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Club in the largest political upset in Laredo history. 4 Able to regain control of Laredo and Webb
County in the elections of 1900, however, the Old Party developed a strategy for maintaining
their hold over Laredo politics; they would compromise, especially during the Progressive Era,
with local Republicans in order to maintain their local offices in exchange for influencing the
populace to vote for Republicans in state and national elections.
Customary of machine politics, the Independent Club designated who would work for the
school district, Laredo’s largest employer, as well as appointing members to city and county
offices. Furthermore, by spending party funds to pay the oppressive poll tax, the Old Party
ensured that the underprivileged of Laredo voted for their party. The Independent Club was so
entrenched in Laredo’s society, that if people wanted something done, they had to appeal to the
party hierarchy. City and county contracts were always given to businesses owned by members
of the Independent Club; kickbacks and bribery became a way of life.
For many years, the Old Party ran without opposition, however, resistance toward the
corrupt political leaders always existed. As the years went by, the oligarchical Independent Club
rooted itself into Laredo society and the city’s economic structure. In the first two decades of the
twentieth century, Laredo’s economy was thriving under the reign of the Independent Club. The
completion of the Texas Mexican Railroad from Corpus Christi, as well as the arrival of the
International and Great Northern from San Antonio in 1881, together with the development of
the coal mining industry upriver, the start of onion farming in 1898, and the discovery of oil in
the eastern part of Webb County in the early 1920s, were all factors in Laredo’s economic
success.5 The Independent Club took credit for the economic boom, but the prosperity did not

4

Ibid., 143.
Carlos E. Cuéllar, Handbook of Texas Online, "Laredo, TX," accessed February 12,
2017, http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/hdl02.
5

3
last forever. The Stock Market collapse in 1929 and the Great Depression that followed greatly
affected the lives of the people of Laredo. In an effort to maintain their control over the county,
the Old Party took steps to remedy people’s suffering. Nonetheless, their efforts may not have
been sufficient. Prominent members of the community took steps to oppose the Independent
Club, both publicly and behind closed doors.
On Tuesday, October 29, 1929 the stock market crashed, and the lives of most Americans
dramatically changed for the worse. On the Texas-Mexico border the devastating effects of the
Great Depression were not experienced immediately. The stock market crash only affected the
easterners, many Texans thought. Even if Texas was hit by the Depression, they had the
wherewithal to grow their own produce and sustain themselves. 6 As economic hardship became
worse in the early 1930s, Texans too were forced to face the Depression and develop an
approach to ameliorate its devastation.
With the ascension of John Nance Garner to the vice presidency in 1932, political
machines in Texas further extended their power into the national arena. Prior to becoming vice
president, Garner, a product of machine politics in South Texas, ensured that Texan congressmen
who shared his views were appointed to key positions in the House of Representatives. 7 The
policies these politicians helped pass, were essential in ensuring that Texas would receive the
federal aid necessary to overcome the economic crisis it was engulfed in. The state chapter of
the National Youth Administration (NYA), headed by a young Lyndon Baines Johnson, provided
students with jobs beginning in the summer of 1935. Students could supplement their incomes

6

Ben H. Procter, Handbook of Texas Online, "Great Depression," accessed February 15,
2017, http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/npg01.
7
Ibid.
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by doing part-time clerical or maintenance jobs; roadside parks and highways were also built or
improved through this effort. 8
South Texas political machines, such as the Independent Club, ensured that members of
their own party remained in power, so they could reap the spoils. To assure themselves of this,
political machines continued to pay poll taxes for their constituents, financed politicians’
campaigns with party funds, and herded voters to the polls to vote for their party. As long as the
political machines attempted to maintain a good quality of life for the people in the community,
voters always turned up at the polls.
It was generally thought that the Independent Club’s opposition was non-existent
throughout the party’s formative years.9 Numerous primary sources, however, seem to indicate
otherwise. A study of patrón politics focusing on opposition to the Independent Club in Laredo
during the Great Depression is necessary to verify this assertion. The Independent Club, greatly
influential in Texas politics and arguably one of the most important political machines in South
Texas, garnered strong opposition from prominent members of the community during the
Depression Era.
The Independent Club was not the only political machine in existence in South Texas
during this period. The turn of the century and the influx of immigrants fleeing the Mexican
Revolution helped establish a new kind of politics in many small South Texas communities; city
leaders formed a patrón-peón relationship with their constituents. Characterized by bribery,
voting fraud, and corruption, political machines in South Texas abounded. Working together,
these political machines greatly influenced state and national politics. Notorious for the
controversy over the election of Johnson for United States Senate, the political machines in

8
9

Ibid.
Warm Weather, 144.
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Duval and Zapata Counties governed for several decades.10 Other notable political machines in
South Texas included the one in Cameron County led by James B. Wells, a prominent
Brownsville attorney who specialized in disputing Spanish and Mexican land grants, and that in
Starr County headed by Manuel Guerra, a banker and rancher who organized Mexican-American
workers from the lower classes.11
To understand the Independent Club’s role in state and national politics, one must first
understand how political machines in South Texas functioned, both on their own and in coalition
towards a common goal. Using several previously conducted studies, the fundamentals of
machine politics can be understood.
An important scholarly contribution to South Texas history, Boss Rule in South Texas:
The Progressive Era, by Evan Anders, provides readers with an in-depth and scholarly account
of political bossism in South Texas during the first two decades of the twentieth century. By
perpetuating the idea of a patrón-peón relationship with their constituents, political bosses in
South Texas achieved an astounding amount of power. Primarily focused on James B. Wells’
rise to political power in Cameron County and his demise in the 1920s, Anders includes the
political machines led by Archer “Archie” Parr in Duval County, and Guerra in Starr County, as
well as how John Nance Garner utilized the influence of these political bosses to further his rise
to political power. To gain favor with his constituents, Wells paid the poll tax for many Hispanic
voters to ensure their votes.12 Before any major elections, the Democratic Party machine
organized massive gatherings and provided citizens with food and alcohol. The following

10
Evan Anders, Handbook of Texas Online, "Boss Rule," accessed February 09,
2017, http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/wmb01.
11
15th Census (1930), Cameron County, Texas, RG 29, NA.
12
Evan Anders, Boss Rule in South Texas: The Progressive Era (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1979),
18.
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morning the party would take all the individuals who attended the pachanga to the voting booths
certain that they would vote the party line. 13 To maintain his power, Wells, a conservative,
worked with progressives. Wells’ stint in power, however, was shorter than that of other
political bosses. Backing the incumbent President William Howard Taft against Woodrow
Wilson in 1912 sealed Wells’ fate and his political collapse commenced. It is evident that
Anders is well-versed and has extensive knowledge of political machines in South Texas.
However, while it is an interesting read, Boss Rule, at times, appears to be a doctoral dissertation
only slightly edited.
Another influential work on the political machines in South Texas is The Fall of the Duke
of Duval: A Prosecutor’s Journal by John E. Clark. Working as an assistant federal prosecutor
under US Attorney William Sessions, Clark was a significant asset in the 1974 case against
Duval County’s political boss, George Berham Parr. In his book, Clark chronicles Parr’s
political career. Appointed as the county judge by his father, Parr established one of the most
corrupt political machines in South Texas. Known for bribery, corruption, and his use of
political power to influence other counties, Parr together with Judge Manuel J. Raymond of
Webb County pleaded with Governor Coke Stevenson to appoint James Kazen to the position of
Laredo District Attorney. Governor Stevenson, however, appointed someone else, to Parr and
Raymond’s dismay. Irritated with Stevenson and thankful to Lyndon B. Johnson for his
assistance in acquiring a presidential pardon from President Harry Truman for Parr in 1946 for
income-tax evasion, Parr supported Johnson for the United States Senate against Stevenson two
years later. In 1974, Parr was charged with tax evasion once again, was found guilty and
sentenced to prison. Reluctant to serve more time behind bars, Parr committed suicide on April

13

Ibid., 17.
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1, 1975 at his ranch, Los Harcones.14 Clark’s sources provided him with insight that few others
had; he had access to all the records the prosecutors used in the case against Parr. While The
Fall of the Duke of Duval is an interesting and well-written book, Clark’s involvement in the
case, however, leaves one wondering whether he was completely objective in his recounting of
events.
Border Boss: Manuel B. Bravo and Zapata County by J. Gilberto Quezada is another
significant book on South Texas machine politics. As the title indicates, it documents the rise
and fall of Manuel B. Bravo, a prominent political boss in Zapata County. Coming of age on the
Texas-Mexico border, Bravo identified with the plight of his fellow Mexican Americans.
Deeply involved in Zapata politics in the 1930s, Bravo was sworn in as county judge on January
1, 1937.15 Quezada tries to prove that Bravo was unlike other political bosses. He claims Bravo
used his political clout to improve the lives of his constituents. Much of Quezada’s information,
however, seems to confirm Bravo was, in fact, astoundingly similar to the other political bosses
in South Texas. During the Democratic elections for United States Senate in 1948, although it
was the Parr controlled Box 13 in Jim Wells County that caught the national spotlight, Bravo
tampered with Box 3 in Zapata County, resulting in a win for his friend, Lyndon B. Johnson,
over Governor Coke Stevenson in Zapata County. Bravo’s actions ultimately helped him secure
the win. Indicative of his involvement in voter fraud, the ballots opportunely vanished when a
federal investigation ensued. Quezada utilized letters between Bravo and Johnson to prove the
men had a relationship outside of politics. Even with its shortcomings, Border Boss is an

14

Evan Anders, Handbook of Texas Online, "Parr, George Berham [1901-1975]," accessed February 10,
2017, http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fpa36.
15
Juan Gilberto Quezada, Border Boss: Manuel B. Bravo and Zapata County (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 1999), Kindle edition.
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important addition to the study of machine politics in South Texas because it provides insight
into the corrupt nature of a political machine on the border and the man who led it.
To see the effects of machine politics on a state and national level, one must look to
Robert A. Caro’s book, The Years of Lyndon Johnson: Means of Ascent. The second volume of
a four-part biography, Means of Ascent, tells the story of the contested 1948 senatorial election.
Johnson is depicted as an ambitious man who would stop at nothing to achieve what he wanted. 16
His rise to political power was aided by the political bosses in South Texas. While the book
provides readers with a complete account of Johnson’s election to the senate and everyone that
helped him obtain the win, it seems Caro is overly biased against Johnson at times; he goes to
many lengths to demonize Johnson through his biography.
Crucial to understanding the birth of the Independent Club, Jerry D. Thompson’s book,
Warm Weather and Bad Whiskey: The 1886 Laredo Election Riot, chronicles the events leading
up to its founding. Thompson asserts that political competitiveness in Laredo was not racial, as
local parties were composed primarily of Mexican Americans, both rich and poor.17 Raymond
Martin’s rise to power and his economic prowess play an important role in Thompson’s account.
The economic prosperity shared by those in power only helped them gain more control over the
population. Divisions between parties quickly became apparent and a rivalry between Martin’s
party, the Botas, and the Reform Party (known as the Guaraches) arose. As a result of the
rivalry, the Election Riot of 1886 ensued; about thirty people were killed and approximately
forty-five were injured. A vital addition to the study of Laredo politics, Warm Weather and Bad

16

Robert A. Caro, The Years of Lyndon Johnson: Means of Ascent (New York: Vintage Books, 1990),
Kindle edition.
17
Warm Weather, v.
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Whiskey, provides the background necessary for any study of the Independent Club; the
circumstances of its establishment are vividly depicted in the last chapter of the book.
In Patrón Democracy, Fernando Piñon outlines the patrón system in Laredo as it existed
under Laredo’s long-time Independent Club. Attempting to spark the interest of the reader,
Piñon begins his book with Aldo Tatangelo’s and Mayor Joseph Claude “Pepe” Martin, Jr.’s
reactions to President John F. Kennedy’s assassination, yet his account is far from interesting.
To describe how the patrón system in Laredo developed, Piñon traces the history of Laredo to
the arrival of Raymond Martin in the 1850s. According to Piñon, the patrón system was made
possible by the influx of people from Mexico fleeing the Mexican Revolution. Accustomed to
working for a patrón, immigrants were more than willing to continue living under the patrón
system when the Anglos and European immigrants, who had married into the ruling Spanish
families frequently took office.
When the Independent Club came to power in Laredo, it ruled for decades with no
opposition, claims Piñon. Considering the title, one would expect to read about the patrón
system early in the book, but Piñon fails to mention it until page eighty. Adding to the book’s
limitations, several county election records are presented with little explanation as to who the
candidates running against the Independent Club were. Piñon’s description of the downfall of
the Independent Club in Laredo politics seems hurried and provides the reader with an unclear
picture of what happened. Additionally, Patrón Democracy mentions Mayor J. C. Martin, Jr.
being indicted for using city funds to buy $250 of paint for his ranch, but then ordered to pay
more than $200,000 in restitutions; Piñon fails to inform the reader what that money was for and
the specific reasons for the restitution. Tatangelo is hailed the hero of the story; a man who came
to save the poor uneducated Mexicans from the evil patrón. When one discovers that Piñon was

10
commissioned by Tatangelo to write the book, the lack of objectivity in the study begins to make
more sense. Written in 1985, during Tatangelo’s second term, the book does not provide the
reader with a solid conclusion. Overall, however, it is a good starting point for anyone interested
in studying Laredo’s political history. Written in the style of a newspaper article, the book
contains various severed sentences that are presented as paragraphs.
In August 2000, José Angel Ramírez completed a thesis at Texas A&M International
University, titled “El Proceso de la Reforma: Opposition to the Independent Club in Laredo,
Texas, 1956-78. Focused primarily on the opposition to the Independent Club during the 1950s,
and eventually its demise in 1978, Ramírez’s thesis does little to explain the opposition during
the early years of their political control. 18
A thesis, “The Life of John Anthony Valls,” was completed in May 1954 by Alicia
Consuelo Worley at Texas College of Arts and Industries. A superficial biography of Valls,
Laredo’s District Attorney during the Great Depression, the thesis provides an overview of one
of the leaders of the Webb County political machine. 19 It does not, however, delve into why
Valls and the Independent Club became so powerful, or why they garnered opposition.
George Thaddeus Díaz completed a thesis, “When the River Ran Red: Tequileros, Texas
Rangers and Violence on the Central South Texas Border During Prohibition, 1919-1933” at
Texas A&M International University in May 2004, which he later expanded into his book
Border Contraband: A History of Smuggling Across the Rio Grande. Concentrated on
smuggling beginning in 1848 until after the onset of the Mexican Revolution in 1910, the book
offers insight into the actions and reactions taken by the government and the citizens of the

Jose Angel Ramírez, “El Proceso de la Reforma: Opposition to the Independent Club in Laredo, Texas,
1956-1978. M.A. thesis, Texas A&M International University, 2000.
19
Hermelinda Aguirre Murillo, “A History of Webb County.” M.A. thesis, Texas State University, 1941.
18
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border regarding smuggling. While it was a profitable endeavor, smuggling was denounced by
citizens because it disturbed the social order. Border Contraband shows how the government
sometimes turned a blind eye to illegal activities when it was beneficial, a defining characteristic
of South Texas political machines.20
All the previously mentioned works are significant and relevant to the study of political
machines in South Texas, yet none of them focus on Laredo politics during the Great
Depression. There is little doubt that the Independent Club was the most important political
machine in South Texas at the time and a club with such immense political power is likely to
generate some opposition. In fact, an examination of newspapers and election returns indicate
resistance to the Independent Club was abundant, yet historians have failed to chronicle its
presence.
In the early 1930s. discontent with the inner workings of Webb County’s political
machine, a new party was formed. Its members named the new party the Progressive Citizens
Party, after their progressive ideals. 21 The citizens of Webb County, however, began to call the
party, El Partido de la Garra (Party of the Resistance). Opposition to the Independent Club is
easily detected through a number of different sources. The Webb County Commissioner Court
Minutes contain much data relating to politics in the crucial decade of the 1930s. In many
instances, County Commissioner Court Minutes reveal actions taken by the Independent Club to
either benefit themselves or appease the increasingly aggravated public. Progressive Citizens
Party candidates used these recorded actions to campaign against the Old Party. Moreover, these

20
Díaz, George Thaddeus. “When the River Ran Red: Tequileros, Texas Rangers and Violence on the
Central South Texas Border During Prohibition, 1919-1933.” M.A. thesis, Texas A&M International University,
2004.
21
Progressive Citizens Party is written in this thesis without an apostrophe on the word “Citizens” because
that is the way it is presented in all of the sources encountered in the research.
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records, in addition to the Election Returns at the Webb County Elections Office, include the
election results that demonstrate the strength of the Independent Club’s opposition. Although the
Independent Club defeated the opposition, El Partido de la Garra was a thorn in the side of the
Old Party. Furthermore, the Laredo Times, which at the time was Laredo citizens’ only source
of information, closely followed the campaigns and elections. The newspaper provided all the
election data for Laredoans, thus rendering it a useful source to weave together the narrative of
Laredo politics.
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CHAPTER II
ALBERT MARTIN AND THE INDEPENDENT CLUB, 1926-1931
Formed after the violence between the Botas and Guaraches in the Election Riot of 1886,
the Independent Club began to grow steadily and quickly. Like a vine, it extended its grasp into
all aspects of Laredo politics, economy, and society until it became fully entrenched, rendering it
one of the most formidable political machines in South Texas. Raymond Martin, a French
immigrant who arrived in Laredo in the 1850s, played a crucial role in the merging of the two
parties to form the Independent Club. 1 While he never became mayor of Laredo, his youngest
son, Albert Martin, and his grandson, Joseph Claude “Pepe” Martin, Jr. were both mayors of
Laredo. The pair ruled Laredo for thirty-eight years in the mid-twentieth century. During the
Martin’s stint in power, the political machine in Laredo reached the height of its power. In
Laredo, when one thinks of a patrón, J. C. “Pepe” Martin, Jr., immediately comes to mind,
however, although he garnered far less media attention than his nephew, Albert Martin was
undeniably one of the most influential patróns in Laredo.
Born to one of Laredo’s most prominent families, Albert Martin was destined to rule. He
did not, however, stand idly by waiting for power to be handed to him. Guided by a relentless
ambition, Martin set a course that would help him obtain a position of power. When the United
States entered World War I in 1917, Martin, although married at the time, volunteered for the
United States Army. As a reward for his hard work and expertise, Martin was promoted to
second lieutenant in the tank corps on April 22, 1918. He did not return from the war until May
15, 1919.2 Once back in Laredo, Martin continued to work diligently to obtain a position of

“The Streets of Laredo,” Texas Monthly, January 1976, 13-14.
“Albert Martin Career Outstanding: Brilliant War Record and Success as Business Man, Leaves City Hall
in Prime,” Laredo Times, February 28, 1940.
1
2

14
influence, entered the banking business as a teller, and quickly rose to the presidency of the First
National Bank. As a banker, Martin entered politics in 1920, when he was elected alderman of
Ward No. 1, a position he held for six years. During his time as alderman, Martin was appointed
Chairman of the Street Paving Committee in 1924. 3
Customary to oligarchical Laredo politics, the Independent Club’s candidates ran
unopposed for decades, every position being filled by whomever the organization chose. When
Mayor Leopoldo Villegas decided not to seek reelection in 1926, after only five years in office,
leaders in the Old Party quickly took matters into their own hands. They created and circulated a
petition urging Martin to run for mayor. After consenting, Martin was guaranteed the position as
he ran unopposed. That same election, Dan M. Valdez, a forty-year-old attorney who would
later become the President of the Progressive Citizens Party, was chosen to succeed Albert
Martin as alderman for Ward
No. 3.4 At the age of thirtysix, on May 1, 1926, Martin
first stepped into the mayor’s
office; he would remain in that
office for the following
fourteen years.
Laredo saw many civic
improvements during the early
Figure 2.1: Albert Martin Giving a Speech. “A Moment in History,” accessed
December 3, 2017, http://slideplayer.com/slide/11377727/

years of Martin’s time as
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mayor. Those civic improvements kept Laredoans, especially the ruling oligarchy, happy. The
changes to Laredo’s infrastructure perpetuated support for Independent Club members in
subsequent elections. In 1928, citizens of Laredo, following Martin’s advice, voted for a
$225,000 bond issue that led to the paving of roads and the installation of sewers in the city. 5 All
the improvements being made in Laredo were not accomplished by Martin alone, as members of
the Old Party were extremely influential not only locally, but on the state and national level,
making the allocation of funds towards municipal projects more attainable. The Independent
Club’s popularity in Webb County however, was not to last forever. A group of prominent
citizens began to realize the advances being completed in Laredo were usually to benefit
members of the Old Party and its supporters.
The first notable opposition to the Independent Club and its members occurred in 1930.
John A. Valls, who was serving as District Judge, made a comment to the press that if he were
still District Attorney, he would arrest former Mexican President Plutarco Elías Calles for
attempting to meddle in United States affairs. The political conflict originated after Valls
dismissed a case against Duke Carver, a Bexar County constable, for the murder of General
Lucio Blanco, a hero of the Mexican Revolution, at Laredo in 1922. Valls argued there was not
enough evidence to prosecute Carver and that any American citizen in need would receive his
aid. Calles, nevertheless, called for his resignation. 6 Infuriated by Valls’s comment, the
Mexican government retaliated by placing an embargo on the port of Laredo which went into
effect on December 18, 1929.7
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Due to the embargo and the onset of the Great Depression the previous October, Laredo
experienced a plunge in its economic life. People were losing their jobs and work was being
assigned to other ports of entry, so the businessmen of the city decided to try and alleviate the
situation. Oliver Winfield “O. W.” Killam, a successful oilman who had moved to Laredo from
Missouri in 1920, along with Hal L. Brennan, a forty-year-old customs broker who lived with his
wife, daughter, and two black maids, would both later become notable members of El Partido de
la Garra.8 Both men traveled to Austin to meet with Governor Dan Moody and present him with
a petition of 2,000 signatures calling for the resignation or removal of District Judge John A.
Valls.9 Killam and Brennan conveyed to Governor Moody their belief that only Valls’s
resignation or removal from office could save Laredo’s economy. At Valls’s request, Moody
had recently re-appointed Valls to the position of District Attorney, but the Texas Senate had not
yet confirmed the appointment. Therefore, Killam and Brennan asked the governor to withdraw
the nomination. Brennan communicated to Moody that he anticipated “open insurrection” in
Laredo if the embargo was not lifted quickly.10 The men took their leave and awaited the
governor’s decision. They left believing the outcome of their meeting would be in their favor.
Moody, however, had other plans.
Attorney General Robert Lee Bobbitt, a longtime Independent Club member and the first
Post Commander of the American Legion Post 59 at Laredo, was ordered to visit Laredo by
Governor Moody to investigate what was going on in the city. 11 Moody claimed he wanted to
reach an informed decision, and to do that he needed to hear both sides of the story. Valls’s fate
Handbook of Texas Online, Laura Lamar Ramirez, “Killam Oliver Winfield,” Accessed August 30, 2017,
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Record Group 29, National Archives, Washington, D.C.)
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was decided by Moody, the moment he sent Bobbitt to investigate the matter. 12 At the last
minute, however, Moody changed his mind and argued that the embargo was the responsibility
of the US State Department and they should be the ones to remedy the situation; Bobbitt never
made the trip to Laredo. 13 This move by Moody, however, displayed the sheer amount of power
the Independent Club held on a state and national level.
At the behest of Independent Club members, Governor Moody, US Senators Tom
Connolly and Morris Sheppard, along with Congressman John N. Garner, worked with Secretary
of State Henry L. Stimson in Washington, D.C. to quickly resolve the embargo that was crushing
Laredo’s economy. 14 Desperate to find a solution to the problem in a way that would not upset
the Independent Club, Moody sought the aid of President Herbert Clark Hoover, but Hoover
never responded. Maintaining a healthy relationship with the Independent Club was important to
Moody because if he wanted to remain in office he needed the South Texas vote, and for that,
backing from the Old Party was essential. After several days of negotiations with the State
Department and no resolution, Moody decided to reach out to Valls. After a long talk, Valls
agreed to inform Mexico that diplomatic immunity for its citizens would be respected in
Laredo.15 Valls likely agreed to this solution, in exchange for his appointment as District
Attorney. Moody’s solution worked; the embargo was lifted on January 17, 1930, a month after
it had begun. Businessmen who were discontent with how things were being handled, however,
began to speak out against the Independent Club, however.
During the embargo, Laredo Business Men’s League members, who were mostly
prominent entrepreneurs, signed a petition and sent it directly to the Independent Club asking for
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their help in reaching a solution to the financial problems Laredo was facing due to the embargo.
In the letter, the men stated that the Independent Club was the only political party in Laredo,
which was a testament to the monopoly they had created. Additionally, as a reaction to the
situation in Laredo, the Laredo Times published an editorial indirectly asking Valls to step
down.16 Valls’s name was never mentioned, but the editorial stated that the actions of one man
were hurting the city and that he needed to set aside his pride and do what was best for Laredo. 17
Disguised as a plea for help, this was the beginning of a powerful force of opposition.
Judge Valls’s hearing for possible appointment to become District Attorney was on
February 4. At the assemblage, Bobbitt, who was also awaiting his confirmation as Texas
Attorney General, spoke on behalf of Valls, while O.W. Killam and Hal L. Brennan spoke out
against him. If the appointment was approved, the men warned, further action would be taken to
ensure Valls was removed from his post. In his testimony, Brennan stated that “one had to
support the Independent Club in Laredo or not vote for anybody.” 18 Brennan’s statement shows
the almost absolute power the Old Party held over the citizens of Laredo and Webb County.
Regardless of the opposition to Valls’s appointment, the Texas State Senate confirmed Governor
Moody’s appointment of John A. Valls for District Attorney of the 49 th Judicial District on
February 5, 1930.19
The following month, the Independent Club announced its ticket for the city election to
be held on April 1, 1930. 20 Although all the candidates ran unopposed, 1,401 votes were cast,
rendering it a successful voter turnout. One of the incumbents for reelection for city tax assessor,
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as well as for board member of the Laredo Independent School District (LISD) Board of
Trustees, was Joseph C. Martin, Mayor Albert Martin’s brother and the father of future mayor J.
C. “Pepe” Martin, Jr.21 Support for Independent Club members and those the club endorsed was
nearly unanimous in Laredo; few citizens dared to vote against the club’s candidates because
they feared the repercussions their opposition might entail. The Old Party always had a way of
determining how people voted and since they controlled the employment for many areas of the
city, including public works and the schools, people were afraid of losing their jobs if they
dissented. Therefore, voters in Laredo often waited anxiously to see who the Independent Club
endorsed before deciding where their support would lie.
Endorsements by the Independent Club began to roll out in June 1930, and the influence
of the Independent Club was so widespread that Mayor C. M. Chambers of San Antonio sent
District Attorney John A. Valls a telegram asking if he was supporting Bobbitt for Attorney
General. In his reply, Valls informed Chambers that “Bobbitt has my active support as well as
the support of the dominant political party here.” 22 Not all Laredoans, however, agreed with the
endorsements the Old Party announced, as some openly supported other candidates.
John L. George, a local attorney, who by 1932 would be a member of the Progressive
Citizens Party, announced his candidacy for Justice of the Peace, Precinct 1, Place 1, in the
Democratic Party primary on June 2, 1930. 23 When the Independent Club opted to endorse his
opponent, Federico H. Ligarde, an auditor and tax collector, George decided to leave the
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Democratic Party and run as an independent. 24 Unafraid that his political career might end from
the political party switch, George, brazenly spoke out against the Independent Club’s candidates.
Among those endorsed by the Independent Club was Archie Parr, a political patrón from
adjacent Duval County, for Senator of the 27th District. Parr was opposed by Jim E. Neal who
promised to support the “true principles of the Democratic Party.” Neal ran on the promise to
decrease taxes on ranches, farms, and homes, while increasing taxes on those who had not paid
their fair share of taxes in the past. He also pledged to improve roads, the public-school system,
and to reform the judicial system so that delays and expenses were minimized. Additionally,
Neal wanted to eliminate the Commission of Appeals as part of his judicial reforms. 25 Neal
quickly gained the favor of many prominent citizens and a group calling themselves the “Friends
of Jim Neal” was formed to aid him in his campaign in Laredo. The group pledged to ascertain
that the elections would run smoothly and legally. As recompense for convictions of any persons
voting illegally or of any election which allowed illegal voting, the “Friends of Jim Neal” offered
a $2,000 reward.26 It was expected that Neal would receive between 300 and 400 votes in Webb
County.27 Actions like these forced the Independent Club to zealously campaign like never
before.
Since Bobbitt was an Independent Club candidate running for a state position, the Old
Party vehemently tried to amass the largest number of votes for him possible by reminding
voters that Bobbitt was one of their own. It was imperative, to secure a victory for Bobbitt, that
Laredo and Webb County have a large voter turnout; the Independent Club was hoping for at
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least 3,000 votes in the county. 28 A strong voter turnout in the county would prove to the state
that Webb County’s support was crucial to any politician seeking a state-wide office, thus, the
county would be catered to by state officials in order to keep Laredo voters content. Ultimately,
while Bobbitt swept the election in South Texas, the Old Party’s efforts to put Bobbitt into the
Attorney General’s office fell short. He lost the election to James V. Allred of Wichita Falls by
122,603 votes and was forced to surrender the position to which he had been appointed by
Governor Moody. 29
As Texans began to feel the effects of the Great Depression, further opposition to the
Independent Club was manifest in the county election in November of 1930. Eduardo Villarreal,
the Independent Club’s candidate for Constable of Precinct 1, was opposed by Valeriano Zepeda,
a former deputy constable who opted to run as an independent candidate. Villarreal demolished
Zepeda 1,269 votes to 93. John L. George ran against Federico H. Ligarde, who had been
nominated to succeed the late J. M. Slaughter. 30 Neither Zepeda nor George managed to triumph
over the Old Party candidates. Zepeda was only able to obtain ninety-three votes compared to
Villarreal’s 1,269; a difference of 1,176 votes. George fared much worse than Zepeda; he
received seven votes as opposed to Ligarde’s 1,372.31
John N. Garner, Uvalde’s powerful political patrón and Speaker of the US House of
Representatives who was hoping to run for president in 1932, was up for reelection for congress
as a Democrat and had the full backing of the Independent Club. 32 Having the backing of
someone like Garner ensured that policies and benefits would be bestowed upon the county and
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city and conversely, for Garner, obtaining the Democratic nomination was paramount to winning
an election. At the time, Fort McIntosh, the military installation in far west Laredo, had been
steadily losing troops who were being transferred to San Antonio and other army installations
which were larger than those at Laredo. So, in an attempt to gather more votes for himself,

Figure 2.2: John N. Garner and John A. Valls during the 1932 Washington Birthday Celebration. Tom Connally is in the far
left. Jerry D. Thompson, Laredo: A Pictorial History. (Norfolk: Donning Publishing Co., 2017) 142.

Garner contacted the War Department in order to keep troops in Laredo.33 This action by Garner
furthered his popularity in Laredo and he ultimately returned to congress, winning by an
overwhelming majority in an election which saw the lightest turnout since the general election of
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1926.34 While voter turnout for the election was low, for some counties, the election of 1930
proved to be central to the dissolution of political machines in South Texas.
The election in Hidalgo County demonstrated to other counties dominated by political
machines in South Texas that they did not have to stand for the oppression of the political party
in power. Citizens of Hidalgo County, especially the citizens in Edinburg, Mission, and
McAllen, formed a new political party and called themselves the Good Government League.
Formed shortly before the November 1928 election, the Good Government League petitioned for
a fair election; they believed Anderson Y. Baker, the political patrón in Hidalgo County, together
with other members of his political machine, would try to rig the election. Nonetheless,
candidates were chosen to run for county positions in opposition to every member of the Baker
Machine, which was comparable to the Independent Club. Every single member belonging to
the old Democratic Party was voted out of office. The citizens of Hidalgo County had revolted
against the oligarchical political machine and were triumphant. 35
Results of the election in Hidalgo County did not go unnoticed by members of the
Independent Club. The Old Party was starting to realize that the power of the political machines
was not everlasting. Undoubtedly, when the Progressive Citizens Party was formed in 1932, the
results of the county elections in Hidalgo County in 1930 were still fresh in the minds of
Independent Club leaders and the beginnings of a deep-rooted fear of the new party was born.
While the shock of the 1930 election cycle quickly dissipated in Laredo for the
Independent Club, their opposition grew steadily. The following year, however, was a quiet one
because no elections were held. Nearing the end of 1931, and as the following election grew
nearer, rumors began to spread that a rift was forming within the Old Party, however. Rumors
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reached such an extent that the Independent Club felt it was necessary to publish a note in the
Laredo Times stating the club was not divided, that in fact, its members were working together
and “in complete harmony and will work hand in hand for the success of the nominees of the Old
Party at all elections to be held during the year 1932.”36 The letter was signed by twenty-nine
Independent Club’s members; a few of their members, most notably Dan M. Valdez, who left the
ranks of the Independent Club to join El Partido de la Garra, however, did not sign the note.37
This rift among the members of the Independent Club, ended up causing some members to leave
and join the budding Progressive Citizens Party.
The opposition to the Independent Club that had peaked during the elections in 1930
steadily became more aggressive, especially as the elections of 1932 neared. Prominent
Laredoans joined forces and created a new party whose platform went against the ideals of the
Independent Club. The Progressive Citizens Party became a formidable political force during
the 1930s. During the 1932 election cycle, the Independent Club was faced with opposition that
it had not encountered in decades. With El Partido de la Garra, an exciting era dawned in the
history of Laredo politics.
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CHAPTER III
RISE OF EL PARTIDO DE LA GARRA AND THE MUNICIPAL ELECTION, 1932
As the country plunged deeper into the depths of a cataclysmic economic depression,
Laredoans who had not yet felt the despairs of the country’s economic downfall, began to feel its
wrath. William H. Mealy, a wealthy Laredoan who had helped develop the Mexican oil
industry, committed suicide in Mexico City due to the immense financial burden the Great
Depression brought on him.1 Like Mealy, countless people found themselves in dire need and
they had nowhere to turn. Many sought the help of local politicians, while others looked to
Washington; some received aid, yet others were turned away. Those who felt city and county
officials were not doing enough for the community, set out to remedy the unequal distribution of
goods and services.
The beginning of 1932 saw the formation of the Progressive Citizens Party. Handbills
were handed out to the city’s residents announcing the new party’s first meeting at the Empire
Theater located at 1305 Santa María Avenue, on January 29, 1932. Several of the party’s
founders spoke at the meeting and introduced other leading members. Speakers included Hal L.
Brennan, a prosperous customs broker; Dr. J. A. Simpson, a local physician and Post
Commander of the Spanish War Veterans; Dr. Edmund H. Sauvignet, a fifty-seven-year-old
physician and surgeon; Delis Negrón, a thirty-year-old native of Puerto Rico; Eduardo Idar, one
of the founders of an organization that eventually became known as the League of United Latin
American Citizens (LULAC); and thirty-one year old Farés Sánchez.2 Several weeks later, El
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Partido de la Garra, as the party came to be known, organized another large political rally at
which six different speakers addressed a crowd of 1,500 Laredoans. In an attempt to separate
themselves from the dominant Independent Club, speakers focused on the financial issues the
new party believed should be addressed. El Partido de la Garra’s members focused on how
they could improve Laredo’s economy after the Old Party had left it in shambles. Brennan, for
example, focused on the fire key rate, which was part of a formula used to establish fire
insurance premiums for individual properties; he proposed it be lowered by at least one cent. To
illustrate the exorbitant prices being charged in Laredo, Brennan disclosed the amounts being
paid in other cities. In Laredo, the rate was at thirty-three cents, the city that came closest to
Laredo’s prices was Corpus Christi at twenty-two cents, followed by Brownsville at sixteen
cents, and the citizens of San Antonio were paying only thirteen cents. 3
With the economy in peril due to the Great Depression, Laredo citizens were more
vigilant as to where their money was being directed. It seems the use, or misuse, of funds by the
Independent Club, was an important factor in the birth of the new party. Before long, the
Progressive Citizens Party was holding weekly rallies at the Empire Theater. It was through
these rallies that El Partido de la Garra gained new members and kept the public informed of
the problems they perceived were generated by Independent Club members.
During one of their early rallies, two El Partido de la Garra members took center stage.
Manuel J. Raymond, a prominent Laredo attorney, relayed to the citizens his reasons for joining
the new party; the situation of Laredo public schools was at the top of his list. Raymond felt
something needed to be done in order to maintain affiliation from the state and keep Laredo’s
schools open and running. He assured the crowd that the Progressive Citizens Party platform
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addressed their concerns and affiliation would be granted, but they needed to vote for candidates
of the new party. Following Raymond’s speech, Alonzo Perales, an attorney from San Antonio,
sauntered onto the platform and spoke on the responsibilities of citizenship. Urging people to
vote for candidates who they believed would benefit the city and county, Perales asked for votes
for the new party. To the dismay of the Independent Club, the Progressive Citizens Party
disclosed it would announce a full ticket for the upcoming election on March 5. 4
Shortly after El Partido de la Garra’s third rally, the Independent Club announced its
political ticket for the city election. All the Old Party officers were up for reelection and Ed S.
Russell, president of Union National Bank, was added to the ticket as a candidate for alderman of
Ward No. 4.5 In addition to the political ticket at the upcoming municipal election, the
Independent Club announced the endorsement of several school board members. It was also
disclosed by the Independent Club that Clarence L. Milton, a jeweler by profession, was to
succeed Manuel J. Raymond as a Laredo Independent School District (LISD) trustee. 6 Perhaps
Raymond was being removed from his post after the Old Party discovered he had joined the
ranks of El Partido de la Garra. Although it was the Independent Club who revealed their
political ticket, some in Laredo were more interested in who the Progressive Citizens Party
candidates would be. Gathered on the dusty streets of Laredo, citizens were abuzz with political
chatter. Seeing that the people of Laredo were so eager to see who would be opposing them in
the city election, the Old Party began to take drastic measures to ensure the populace would
allow its candidates to remain in office.
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Several permits that had previously been denied to the public were granted during the city
council meetings leading up to the announcement of El Partido de la Garra’s political ticket.7
Glenn M. Tooke, the owner of Sanitary Grocery, had filed for a permit to open a meat market at
1202 Farragut Street for nine consecutive years, to no avail. Finally, Mayor Albert Martin, City
Attorney Bismark Pope, and the members of the city council, granted Tooke the permit to open
his business.8 Their excuse for having denied his application was that it was too close to the city
market on Flores Street, and it would result in the city market losing business. In order to
receive the permit, Tooke was forced to comply with several conditions placed upon him by the
city council. He was required to pay for the provisional inspection and a monthly sanitary fee of
sixteen dollars. Sanitary Grocery became the first modern meat market within a grocery
establishment in Laredo’s business sector. 9 The council also set aside for future reference, a
permit filed by B. A. Puig, to open a meat market on Davis Avenue; the permit was later
denied.10 Several applications for refunds or lowering of taxes were also submitted for review.11
Interestingly enough, the first time the Independent Club was faced with any meaningful
opposition, they began to grant permits to individuals they had repeatedly rejected. Apparently,
the Old Party saw the Progressive Citizens Party as a force to be reckoned with and they were
afraid their hold over Laredo would be taken from them.
While the city council was doing its best to keep the people content, El Partido de la
Garra held yet another rally. Promises were made to the citizens of Laredo for a more equitable
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property tax assessment and that part of the money raised by taxes would be used for public
needs. Manuel J. Raymond took the podium and attacked Independent Club members who were
currently holding office by calling them incompetent. Addressing the crowds in English, Hal L.
Brennan, who was running for mayor on the new party ticket, continued the attack the elected
public officials, calling them dishonest and questioning their methods in purchasing several plots
of land for future school sites.12 Two days after the meeting, the Progressive Citizens Party
announced their highly anticipated political ticket.
Composed of numerous prominent Laredoans, the political ticket for the new party was
as follows: Hal L. Brennan for mayor; Dan M. Valdez, who was previously an Independent Club
member, for city secretary; Eduardo Idar for city assessor; Nicolás M. Sánchez, a forty-two-yearold radio salesman and a direct descendant of Tómas Sánchez, the founder of the town, for city
tax collector; Dr. J. A. Simpson for city treasurer; Robert F. Alexander, a forty-four-year-old
rancher, for city marshal; and Manuel J. Raymond for city attorney. 13 The following were
candidates for aldermen by wards: Ambrose Johnson, a sixty-two-year-old land owner who lived
with his wife and two grown children, and Carl. S. McKinney, a fifty-year-old custom broker, for
Ward No. 1; Jesús Salinas, brother of Agustín Salinas, who worked for the US Health
Department, and owner of a dry goods store, and Alfonso Ochoa, a forty-four-year-old custom
broker, for Ward No. 2; Prinz W. Buttron and Thomas N. Worsham, a retired customs inspector,
for Ward No. 3; and Santiago Pappas, a Greek real estate agent, and Lewis E. Delfraise, a thirtysix-year-old car foreman for the railroad company, for Ward No. 4.14 Citizens of Laredo were
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filled with excitement in anticipation of the forthcoming election because for the first time in
decades the Independent Club had real opposition.
In addition to the city ticket, the Progressive Citizens Party announced their executive
committee for the year. It included: H. F. Valdez, a sixty-eight-year-old widower who lived with
his children, as chairman; Earl Brennan, a railroad engineer and World War I veteran, as
committeeman from Ward No. 1; Ollie Olson, committeeman from Ward No. 2; Alberto H.
Magnon, a thirty-seven-year-old mattress manufacturer, as committeeman from Ward No. 3; and
Dr. Edmund H. Sauvignet as committeeman from Ward No. 4.15 The fact that El Partido de la
Garra promised to tackle numerous issues that were a burden to Laredo including taxation,
public schools, police protection, and civic improvements, among others, were reasons that
encouraged people to support the new party. 16
Another weekly rally at the Empire Theater was held on Tuesday, March 29, 1932, by the
new party. During the meeting, Raymond challenged an advertisement by Mayor Martin and the
current city council that had appeared in the Sunday edition of the Laredo Times. It was an
attempt by the Independent Club to explain to the public how several bonds had been utilized to
build schools.17 Raymond countered the advertisement by presenting citizens with figures that
showed “that if the ‘machine’ and their friends would hike tax assessments (for themselves)
thirty per cent in proportion to the rest of the people, they would have enough money to build a
modern high school, and pay teachers better salaries without the necessity of raising the tax
rate.”18 Hal L. Brennan addressed the crowd after Raymond. If elected mayor, Brennan
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promised citizens he would improve the present city government and treat everyone equally, a
feat he believed the Independent Club had miserably failed at. At the conclusion of the meeting,
it was announced that the Progressive Citizens Party would hold an open-air rally the following
night, at eight o’clock, at the same time as the Independent Club’s rally.19
Held merely a block away from each other the applause from the opposing rally could be
easily overheard at both assemblies. Addressing the crowds in both English and Spanish,
Raymond, the Progressive Citizens Party candidate for city attorney, urged voters to go to the
polls on April 5 to support the new party. He assured the audience, who he knew would be
afraid to vote against the Independent Club, that their ballot was secret, and members of the Old
Party could not take action against those who voted against them because they could not find out
who they were voting for. Furthermore, Raymond stressed, the “machine had completely failed
in caring for the needs of the city,” taxation was unbalanced, schools were in a dreadful state,
and nothing had been done to repair the condition of the housing facilities, which for years had
been in disrepair. 20
Reiterating his comments from the previous night, Raymond emphasized to the
community that if members of the political machine would raise taxes for themselves and their
friends in the same proportion to that of everyone else, teachers would be able to receive a
reasonable salary. Raymond told those gathered that “an investment in good schools, well
trained teachers, and better school facilities will return an income for your children in better
education, given unto the children what they are entitled to receive … so go out, vote, and lift the
iron belt of machine politics form the neck of the people.” 21 Independent Club members wanted
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to remain in control, not because they were trying to help the people of the city, but because they
were afraid that if the opposition won, they would be forced to pay the same percentage of taxes
as everyone else. This move would ensure that they would owe the city and county thousands of
dollars in taxes. Progressive Citizens Party speakers went on to promise voters that civic
improvements would be made in Laredo if they were voted into office. Insurance rates were also
discussed by new party members. Francisco B. Guerra, a thirty-six-year-old customs broker who
resided with his in-laws, wife, and four children, along with Farés Sánchez claimed that by
improving Laredo’s police force and the fire department, insurance rates in the city would
drastically decrease, saving people thousands of dollars in insurance payments. If the police and
fire department were improved, response times could be shortened. The crowds received this
information with loud applause. 22
Amid the music and cheers coming from El Partido de la Garra’s rally, the Independent
Club held its first political gathering nearby at the corner of Victoria Street and Convent Avenue.
Keynote speaker Robert Lee Bobbitt said that those “who don’t participate in politics and vote
are poor citizens, and that those same people then go to the people in power and ask them for
favors.”23 This is exemplified in the city council minutes which show that people frequently
attended city council meetings to ask councilmen for jobs. 24 Bobbitt went on to praise the
administration, including Mayor Martin, claiming he was an honest and efficient official.
Touching on a highly debated subject, Bobbitt praised the public-school system in Laredo. He
mentioned that teachers who worked for LISD were paid on time, as if being paid on time was a
benefit for teachers, rather than compensation for their teaching skills. Several other speakers
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took the platform after Bobbitt to address what they believed were key issues in the political
race.
Originally from New Jersey, Asher R. Smith, a forty-four-year-old attorney, claimed
Laredo had prospered under the leadership of the present administration, who was composed of
men who he deemed to be a prime example of good businessmen. 25 Leopoldo Villegas, a fiftysix-year-old constable, addressed the crowds in Spanish. Mocking members of the opposing
party to get laughs was Villegas’s strategy to gain votes. The Laredo Times reported that
Villegas had a hard time finishing his speech due to the constant roaring applause from the
crowd. William E. Morgan, a thirty-four-year-old playwright who lived at the Hamilton Hotel
with his wife and daughter, was the next speaker. He spoke of how the members of the United
States Native Born Citizens Association had joined the ranks of the Progressive Citizens Party
and criticized the new party’s latest platform. 26 Upset at the growing popularity of El Partido de
la Garra, Morgan asserted that Hal L. Brennan and Manuel J. Raymond had vastly different
ideologies. Brennan, Morgan added, wanted to collect delinquent taxes to build more public
schools, while Raymond chose to tax the people through big bond issues. 27 This divide
demonstrated that the new party was unorganized and divided, he claimed. The issue of public
schools was an important issue to the people so William P. Galligan, the forty-three-year old
superintendent for LISD, addressed the crowds next.28
In defense of Independent Club members, Galligan stated that although more than 700
students were attending high school in a building that was meant to accommodate 300, all the
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teachers were experienced and had received the trainings required by the State Board of
Education. Moreover, they were all fully certified. He added that the school board intended to
build a $350,000 building for Laredo High School by the summer of 1933, if the city’s financial
situation allowed it. Threatened by the State Board of Education that the district would lose their
affiliation if the high school was not completed by September 1933, the school board was faced
with a colossal problem. 29 Due to the political clout of the Old Party, however, the school
district did not lose its affiliation despite not meeting the state’s deadline. The city did not
complete the new high school building, until 1937, when it was relocated to San Bernardo
Avenue at Park Street and renamed Martin High School.30 Met with applause and a roar of the
crowd, Mayor Albert Martin took the stage next.
Since 1920, the city treasurer and secretary had retired $67,000 in school bonds, which
stopped the interest and saved taxpayers money, Martin claimed. Bonds were paid out of the
sinking fund. Furthermore, the mayor assured constituents that the tax rate of $2.26 per $1,000
of evaluation, was the lowest of any city comparable in size to Laredo and that from there,
seventy-one cents was allocated for schools. 31
While the tax rate may have been lower in Laredo than in other cities, it was not because
city officials wanted the best for their constituents, declared members of El Partido de la Garra.
City officials were merely trying to pay the least amount of taxes possible, which led to
problems, because the city ended up having insufficient funds to complete civic projects, such as
the building of the new high school. Shortly after Martin’s speech, the rally concluded, and
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members of the Independent Club went home to prepare for the school board elections the
coming weekend.
Four out of the seven board members were up for reelection. All of them were running
unopposed. Joseph C. Martin, Mayor Martin’s brother; Leon Daiches, a fifty-four-year-old
Russian jeweler; and forty-year-old Joe Moser, who worked in a brick agency, were all up for
reelection, while forty-one-year-old Clarence L. Milton replaced Manuel J. Raymond on the
ballot.32 In an unprecedented show of support for Old Party candidates, 1,900 votes were cast,
the largest vote in school board election history, further exemplifying the dominance of patrón
politics in Laredo and Webb County. Later that night, at a meeting of the United States Native
Born Citizens, Raymond addressed the attendees and shifted the topic of his speech from
“Americanism,” which he had been invited to talk about, to the political race. 33
Raymond refuted claims made against him by the Independent Club at their latest rally.
At first reluctant to engage in the public ridicule of his opponents, Raymond stated that after
hearing that members of the Old Party were more than willing to mock his fellow party
candidates, he would “engage with them shot by shot.”34 Once again, the issue of the publicschool system was brought up. Touching on Superintendent William P. Galligan’s comments
regarding the school building which housed 700, but was meant for 300, Raymond jeeringly
remarked that “it is impossible to accommodate comfortably four people in a room built to
accommodate two people, or it was like trying to put two cigarettes into one cigarette holder.”35
The municipal election scheduled for Tuesday, April 5, 1932, just three days after Raymond’s
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speech, was of utmost importance to the Old Party. Whether or not the Independent Club
remained in power was to be determined.
People throughout Laredo were fully invested in what proved to be one of the most
important elections in the past several decades. Not only was this the first municipal election in
the city where poll tax receipts became a requirement to vote, but it was also the first election in
decades where the Independent Club had any opposition, let alone opposition as formidable as
the newly-formed Progressive Citizens Party. A voter turnout of about 5,000 was expected since
5,800 poll taxes had been paid.36 Some projections anticipated a mixed return, but most people
believed that one of the parties would receive a majority of the votes. Members of both parties
were out on the streets emphasizing that the ballots were secret; this was especially accentuated
by the Progressives Citizens Party in an attempt to convince voters there would be no retaliation
if they chose not to vote for candidates endorsed by the Independent Club. Furthermore, El
Partido de la Garra published a political advertisement in the Laredo Times which claimed a
“moral victory because the school election Saturday showed how the wind blows.”
The city bosses “voted their entire strength and made every effort to get out all of their
votes,” a political ad in the Laredo Times proclaimed.37 The advertisement further declared that
the Progressive Citizens Party had the votes of 4,000 citizens in their pockets, although only
1,885 had voted in the school board elections the previous Saturday. According to the political
advertisement, members of the new party believed they would receive residual votes, providing
the poll tax receipts were a viable way of determining the number of individuals who intended to
vote. Little did they know that this would not be the situation. Nevertheless, in a final attempt to
recruit voters, both parties scheduled a rally for Monday, April 4, 1932, the eve of Election Day.
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Nearly 10,000 people gathered to listen to speakers at their respective party rallies.
Lasting nearly until midnight, presenters for both parties were received with wild applause
during their speeches. Along with their final petitions to gather votes, members of the parties
discussed the economic issues facing the city at the time. Several of the speakers on both sides,
however, resorted to mockery and ridicule by slamming their opponents in a last chance effort to
gain votes before the municipal election the next day. 38
Despite the arduous efforts of the members of El Partido de la Garra to remove the
current Independent Club officeholders from their posts and break the power of the dominant
political machine in Laredo, all of the candidates endorsed by the Independent Club were
elected.39 More than 4,300 votes were cast, and Independent Club members won by a margin of
about 400 votes for every office. During the time that the Old Party ran unopposed, a voter
turnout of 1,400 was considered to be a highly successful turnout. However, with El Partido de
la Garra’s opposition, votes surged to almost 4,500. This demonstrates that the people of
Laredo were ready for a change. Many citizens who had not previously exercised their right to
vote, paid their poll taxes and put in their ballot for the party of their choice. Hal L. Brennan was
defeated by Albert Martin in the race for mayor by 415 votes.40 Mayor Martin’s brother Joseph
C. Martin edged out Eduardo Idar, a journalist who wrote and printed informative pamphlets for
the Progressive Citizens Party, for city tax assessor by 575 votes.41 Problems were reported with
the election results, however.
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By noon on Election Day, 2,132 ballots had been cast, but it had been reported that a few
of the ballots had been mutilated. 42 While there was no report on which ballots were damaged, it
is possible, given the history of the Independent Club’s meddling with election results, that the
damaged ballots were those cast for the Progressive Citizens Party. Ballots in one of the
precincts were counted twice, and it resulted in the total number of votes as being well over
5,000, signaling officials that something was amiss; the problem was corrected. (For Election
Results See: Appendix A) Furthermore, when the polls closed at seven o’clock in the evening,
hundreds of people were still in line to vote in Ward No. 1. To allow more people to cast their
votes, ropes were placed at the end of the line and those inside the ropes who were standing in
line at seven o’clock were allowed to cast their votes.43 News of election problems were
widespread, The San Antonio Light reported that Martin had defeated Brennan “on the basis of
incomplete returns.”44 Members of the Progressive Citizens Party did not just sit idly by. They
took steps to try and remedy what they perceived as outward corruption in the voting process.
At a meeting attended by as many as 1,000 supporters of El Partido de la Garra, Manuel
J. Raymond was elected county chairman of the party. Following their loss at the polls earlier in
the week, members of the party decided they would not back down from their fight to overthrow
the political machine, and they announced the party would be choosing candidates for the county
offices to be contested in November at the general election. Regarding the municipal election
results, Raymond stated that the party was “only contemplating contesting the election,” but he
refused to comment further on the subject. 45 News of this likely reached Old Party leaders and
the victory parade that they had planned and announced for the afternoon of April 6 was
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cancelled due to “the attitude on the part of the officials of the club.” 46 Perhaps members of
Independent Club were not confident they would remain victorious if the election was seriously
contested. After only a few weeks, the Progressive Citizens Party filed the contest proceedings
for the election.
On April 28, 1932, attorneys from the local law firm of Phelps & Phelps went to the
district court and claimed that because of “failure on the part of election officials, fraudulent and
illegal votes were cast and many non-residents illegally cast their votes. 47 A temporary writ of
injunction was granted that same day by seventy-four-year-old Judge John F. Mullally, who was
also working independently as an attorney, against four members of the LISD Board of
Trustees.48 The petition filed called for Joseph C. Martin, City Tax Assessor, B. J. Salinas, an
auto dealer and alderman serving in the city council, Michael S. Ryan, a fifty-seven-year-old
accountant and Webb County Auditor, and Federico H. Ligarde, an assistant in the state’s
comptroller department, from further serving on the Board of Trustees because the civil offices
they held interfered with their job on the school board.49 The petition alleged that:

Any and all acts of such board of trustees, of which defendants constitute a quorum
are wholly null and void and without force or effect; that said four defendants have
without any authority of law intruded into and usurped the position of school
trustees of the Laredo Independent School District, and plaintiff and relator fear
they will make use of their unlawful occupation of such office to involve the Laredo
Independent School District into illegal contracts affecting the management of the
affairs of said Laredo Independent School District; and affecting the financial
interests of the tax payers of the City of Laredo; and that irreparable injury to said
schools and school districts will result from their unlawful acts, and that plaintiff
and relator have no adequate remedy at law to prevent such acts and injuries, and
therefore pray that this court issue its temporary writ of injunction, restraining and
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prohibiting the defendants from acting or attempting to act, or exercise any
authority as members of the Board of Trustees. 50

Despite legal action by the Progressive Citizens Party, the power of the Independent Club over
Laredo politics, once again reared its ugly head and their ambitious endeavors against the
Independent Club never came to fruition. Ultimately, after only one hearing against Joseph C.
Martin in which the verdict was in his favor, Hal L. Brennan announced that his party had
reached the decision to not go forward with the suits filed against the city office holders, yet he
promised supporters of the Progressive Citizens Party that their fight was not over. 51 El Partido
de la Garra would soon be announcing candidates to run against Independent Club incumbents
in the General Election in November, an election which was not only monumental in Laredo, but
for the whole nation, headlined by the Democrat’s presidential candidacy of Franklin D.
Roosevelt. With the promise of a slate of Progressive Citizens Party candidates, the politics
during an election year which had already proven to be one of the most contested in Laredo in
decades, was certain to become even more tumultuous.
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CHAPTER IV
“THE THREE MUSKETEERS” AND THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY ELECTION, 1932
As the scorching summer drought was finally interrupted by approximately two inches of
rain on June 6, 1932, the political parties in Laredo, revitalized by the refreshing climate, readied
themselves for the Democratic Primary Election on July 23, 1932 and the General Election on
November 8.1 In the third year of the Great Depression political tensions ran high in the state;
there were nine candidates for governor in the Democratic primary alone. Like the highlycontested race for governor, county officials who usually had no opposition, were fiercely
opposed.
After Joe Condren, the acting sheriff, announced he would not be seeking reelection after
ten years in office, Capt. W.M. Ryan, a former Texas Ranger, announced his candidacy as an
Independent, for an office he knew would be coveted by several others. Despite the legal
trouble, Joseph C. Martin, present city tax assessor, had endured after the municipal election that
same year and he announced his candidacy for Webb County Sherriff with the full backing of the
Independent Club. 2 Martin’s endorsement exposes the blatant disregard of the party for the
concerns of the public, because if he secured the office, he would hold three positions in the city
and county, thus rendering him unable to perform any of his duties without bias. Following an
unsuccessful run for alderman of Ward No. 1 earlier that year, Carl S. McKinney decided to run
for public office once again and publicized his candidacy with the endorsement of the
Progressive Citizens Party. 3 McKinney was the first of several candidates running for office in
opposition to the Independent Club.
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As the Progressive Citizens Party decided on its county slate at a party assembly, the
members decided to hold weekly meetings until after the primaries had passed. Several
prominent El Partido de la Garra candidates including Hal L. Brennan, Manuel J. Raymond,
Eduardo Idar, Farés Sánchez, along with Francisco B. Guerra, a fifty-six-year-old rancher,
addressed the crowd at the meeting and urged everyone to join together to help the party triumph
over the Independent Club. 4 While many positions held by the Old Party were not contested in
the Democratic primaries, the challenged positions tested the Independent Club’s nerves. One of
the most notable Old Party members that faced opposition was John A. Valls who had recently
returned to his longtime post of District Attorney of the 49th Judicial District and was now
opposed by Sterling T. Phelps, Jr., a twenty-seven-year-old attorney, who according to the 1930
Webb County Census was living with his parents.5 Ultimately, five offices were challenged by
the Progressive Citizens Party in the Democratic Primaries of July 1932.
As part of his campaign for Webb County Sheriff, McKinney published a letter from
Superintendent William P. Galligan to the teachers of the Laredo Independent School District
(LISD) in which the politicalization of education is evident. In the letter, Galligan praised
Joseph C. Martin, candidate for sheriff and President of the LISD School Board of Trustees, for
his extensive service as city tax assessor and encouraged LISD employees to vote for the
Independent Club. A copy of a sample ballot that outlined the candidates of the Old Party was
included with Galligan’s letter. 6 While Galligan’s actions may not have been illegal, as he was
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sending the letter as a private citizen and not in his
capacity of LISD Superintendent, it was unquestionably
unethical, and McKinney used Galligan’s lack of
scruples to his advantage. In his response to the letter,
McKinney conjectures that Galligan believed LISD
teachers were not capable of choosing their own
candidates without the Independent Club’s guidance,
thus his need to include the sample ballot. This kind of
political fighting would increase as the elections
approached.
As the Democratic primaries neared, Progressive
Citizens Party candidates, Raymond, Idar, and Sánchez,
invited Laredo citizens to a joint political meeting that
was to be held at the Strand Theater, located at 510
Flores Avenue, across the street from City Hall, and the
adjacent lots on Thursday, July 14, 1932.7 The

Figure 4.1: Carl S. McKinney Political
Advertisement, Laredo Times, July 14, 1932.

announcement was the cause of great confusion in the
city. Francisco Vizcaya and other Progressive Citizens Party leaders passionately denied that
both parties would be participating in the meeting, while Raymond reassured Laredoans both the
Old Party and El Partido de la Garra would be participating in the assembly.
At the Progressive Citizens Party meeting held on Wednesday, July 13, the party once
again announced they had in no way merged with the Independent Club. Three of its former
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members, Manuel J. Raymond, Eduardo Idar, and Farés Sánchez, however, had abandoned the
party and joined the ranks of the Old Party. Several El Partido de la Garra members, including
Delis Negrón and Francisco Vizcaya, the meeting’s chairman, harshly criticized the former party
members. Manuel Salinas joined in on the banter of the party’s former members, yet he also
urged voters to elect Progressive Citizens Party members if they wanted “justice, honesty, and
efficiency in office.”8 Other party members took the time to vehemently deny the announcement
made by the Independent Club that the parties had merged and went on to attack the entirety of
the county officials affiliated with the Old Party. After listening to the “Star-Spangled Banner,”
Viscaya announced that another big rally would be held that Friday at the Empire Theater,
located at 1307 Santa María Avenue, and concluded the meeting. 9 With the announcement of
yet another rally, the Independent Club decided it would not be outdone and announced a rally of
their own.
Before a crowd of almost 3,000 people at the Independent Club rally on Thursday, July
14, the former members of El Partido de la Garra, explained to the citizens of Laredo why they
changed party affiliation. What was likely the result of a political deal, Manuel J. Raymond,
Eduardo Idar, and Farés Sánchez left the Progressive Citizens Party to become members of one
of the most influential South Texas political machines, the Independent Club. Raymond, as
keynote speaker, rationalized his switch by stating that he had joined El Partido de la Garra with
a dream to improve Laredoans’ lives though his service in the party, but other members of the
party did not share in his vision and had only joined the party for their own financial gain. 10 He
also asserted that during his time as a member of El Partido de la Garra, he did not want to hold
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any political office even though he was their candidate for city attorney. After the Progressive
Citizens Party’s defeat in the municipal election that April, Raymond was appointed chairman of
the party and was supposed to help in the selection of the candidates to run in the general
election; this is when the rift between him and the party began to form, he claimed.11
Putting together a slate of candidates for the election proved to be no easy feat. Friends
with several Independent Club office holders, Raymond did not want the Progressive Citizens
Party to oppose his friends at the polls. Furthermore, he wanted to raise money from his fellow
party members to give to city campaign workers to alleviate their economic problems during the
campaign process, but other members were not willing to work with him on the endeavor.
Raymond claimed that his biggest qualm about El Partido de la Garra was that they were
proposing to put out an all-American ticket, so they could raise $3,000-$4,000 in donations for
their campaign. Confident that such a move would be political suicide in a city where the
citizens were primarily Hispanic, Raymond left the ranks of El Partido de la Garra. The
Progressive Citizens Party would later deny Raymond’s claims.
Amid jeers from a rowdy crowd gathered at the Strand Theater, Idar took the stage and
speaking in Spanish, outlined his involvement in the founding of the Progressive Citizens Party
with the hope of a better Laredo, and reiterated that other leaders of the party did not share in his
aspirations. Their only goal was to enlarge their pocketbooks. Speaking next, Sánchez
confirmed the greediness of the members of the El Partido de la Garra, and he singled them out
by name. Sam Alexander and Francisco “Pancho” Vizcaya were running the campaign solely
for their own personal advantage, Sánchez maintained.12 At the conclusion of the speeches,
Superintendent Galligan sauntered onto the stage and addressed the charges made against him in
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McKinney’s advertisement in the Laredo Times the previous day.13 Galligan vehemently
defended his actions and assured the citizens in attendance that he was in no way attempting to
force teachers to vote for Joseph C. Martin for Webb County Sheriff. His statements were
received by the crowd with roaring applause. Having completed their explanations on why they
abandoned their party and joined their fiercest opponents in the middle of a highly contested
campaign, the new Independent Club members concluded the meeting and retired for the night,
knowing full well that the following night, members of El Partido de la Garra would dispute
their every word at their political rally.
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In front of a boisterous crowd of about 3,500 people at the Empire Theater and the
adjacent empty lots, the Progressive Citizens Party attacked the former members who joined the
ranks of the Independent Club. Raymond, Idar, and Sánchez were dubbed the “three musketeers”
by their previous colleagues. Spearheaded by Vizcaya, the rally commenced with a mockery of
Raymond’s speech the previous night. He defended himself from accusations made against him
by the Old Party which stated that he was only a member of the party because of his greed. As
Vizcaya’s speech came to an end, Delis Negrón walked out onto the platform. The crowd went
wild.14
Several minutes passed before the deafening roar of the crowd dissipated allowing
Negrón to criticize Raymond, Idar, and Sánchez. He called them traitors to their party for
joining the opposition and accused them of not being able to carry out many of the plans they
themselves had proposed. Members of the two parties were providing the people in attendance
with highly contrasting accounts of what was happening within the club. For some time, the
“three musketeers,” Negrón claimed, had “attempted to create discord in the new party but it was
too strong for them to destroy.”15 From Negrón’s comments, one could even assume that El
Partido de la Garra had finally gotten rid of what they perceived as three troublemaking “bad
apples” in their ranks. Several other speakers followed.
Refusing to follow in his party members’ footsteps and criticize the “three musketeers,”
Frank Groesbeck, a thirty-two-year-old filling station manager who lived with his wife, two
children, and two female housekeepers, commented on how the Progressive Citizens Party was
gaining followers in Laredo. 16 His reluctance to mock his former colleagues was perhaps his
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way of showing that he was above all the bantering that was taking place between the two
parties. This righteous attitude towards the opposition was short-lived at the rally that night, as
Groesbeck was the only party member that did not engage in the ridicule of the “three
musketeers.”17
Addressing the multitude in both English and Spanish to assure himself that everyone
understood his message, Gustavo García ruthlessly blasted Idar and Sanchez. Their
abandonment of the party had struck a chord in García and he made it known to all in attendance.
García’s discourse, however, did not show the level of disdain that some of the new party
members had for their ex-comrades. Sam Alexander, a thirty-nine-year old car salesman and one
of the leading members of the Progressive Citizens Party, intensified the anti- “three musketeers”
rhetoric when he took the stage. 18
Brutally criticized by Farés Sánchez the previous night at the Strand Theater, Alexander
used this attack as ammunition against Raymond. The attack was brought on by Sánchez,
Alexander claimed, because Raymond was spineless and did not have the wherewithal to attack
him personally. To add to his insult, Alexander summoned Raymond and Sanchez to join him
on stage and to discuss politics with him in front of everyone present. The cheers of the crowd
resounded in the Empire Theater. After a pause by Alexander to allow the roar of the crowd to
be heard, he once again took the microphone and made one last comment before retiring to his
seat amid the boisterous response from everyone at the gathering. “Let him come up if he is a
man!” Alexander shouted to the crowd in reference to Raymond.19 People in the crowd began to
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chant in denunciation of Raymond and they continued until well after Armando Leal had made
his way to the front of the platform.
Following in the footsteps of most of his friends, Leal criticized the “three musketeers”
in the first few minutes of his discourse. However, the topic of his speech changed course and
Leal spoke in defense of Edwin J. Wormser who was running for constable and had been
attacked by the old party for being anti-Mexican. Wormser, Leal argued, had “always treated
Mexicans as well as his own people” because he was born and grew up in a predominantly
Mexican town.20 It is hard to imagine that anyone born and raised in Laredo would ever consider
running on an anti-Mexican platform considering that the majority of Laredoans are of Mexican
descent. Perhaps, the accusations made by the Independent Club were a reaction to the
Progressive Citizens Party’s growing popularity in the city, especially as the Democratic Primary
approached. El Partido de la Garra’s meeting adjourned at eleven o’clock at night with the
crowds standing to the “Star-Spangled Banner” being broadcast over the loudspeaker.
Ready to put in long hours of work for the last week before the primaries, members of
both political clubs hurried to prepare their final rallies which were to be held on Friday, July 22.
While the clubs prepared their last-ditch effort to obtain the people’s votes, the people of Laredo,
and the rest of Texas for that matter, spent their time carefully examining the sample ballots that
were made available to anyone who wanted one. The Laredo Times deemed the ballot for the
1932 Democratic Primary one of the “longest and most confusing ballots in the history of
Texas.”21 Providing a sample ballot to the people had long been a tradition because it
diminished the time voters spent trying to decipher the ballot at the polls. The day before the
elections, members of the Independent Club and the Progressive Citizens Party, handed out
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pamphlets and sample ballots marked with the parties’ candidates in an attempt to sway the
citizens’ vote in their favor. 22 During this time, the Progressive Citizens Party organized a rally
in Mirando City to try and acquire more votes in the rural areas of the county.
Gathered at Legion Hall on July 18, members of El Partido de la Garra hosted one of the
most rambunctious political rallies ever held in Mirando City. Presided over by Frank
Groesbeck and allowing the speakers only three minutes each to address the crowd of
approximately 500 people, the rally was mostly focused on trying to convince voters that
members of the Independent Club needed to be replaced with new candidates who would change
the face of politics in the county. One of the most interesting speeches of the night was given by
Sterling T. Phelps Jr., a local attorney and El Partido de la Garra’s candidate for District
Attorney.
Phelps not only asked those present for their votes in the upcoming Democratic Primary,
but also promised to be the one to “break the perpetuity of office” in Webb County. 23 By
promising voters such a drastic change, Phelps hoped to gain their support. Such a large turnout
at a political rally in Mirando City, especially from a bourgeoning party, was astonishing; about
one-third of the city’s population attended the meeting.24 Undoubtedly, members of the Old
Party got wind of the growing successes of the Progressive Citizens Party and prepared for their
own political rally in nearby Oilton.
Choosing Oilton as the site for a smaller rally was no coincidence. Sixty-seven-year-old
John S. Westbrook, a produce merchant and county commissioner seeking reelection, was
opposed by J. W. Long of Oilton. Thus, the party felt the need to try and win over the people of
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the town.25 In front of a crowd of roughly 700 people, B. J. Leyendecker, Webb County Tax
Assessor, introduced Manuel J. Raymond, one of the principle speakers of the rally, as the
political “storm center” in Webb County. 26 The leader of the “three musketeers” took the stage
to scorn the leaders of his former party, calling them inefficient, at best. El Partido de la
Garra’s choice to support two candidates for Webb County Sheriff for the Democratic Primary
and three candidates for the General Election in November, Raymond added, showed the “socalled” party’s insincerity. He added that the “so-called leaders were Bolsheviks and radicals
and that their scheme was nothing more or less than a money-making scheme.”27 They were not
looking out for the good of the people, but rather their pocketbooks. “With those fellows,”
Raymond charged, “the more candidates the more money they make.” 28 Once Raymond finished
his discourse in English, he repeated it in Spanish. Both Farés Sánchez and Eduardo Idar took a
turn to speak against their former party and on the inability of its leaders to steer the Progressive
Citizens Party toward a victory. Introduced by Raymond, Phillip Kazen, the twenty-four-yearold son of Syrian immigrants who was to become a very influential member of the Independent
Club, was received by thunderous applause from the crowd. 29
Speaking on behalf of John A. Valls, Kazen compared Valls’s achievements to those of
Speaker of the US House of Representatives and Franklin D. Roosevelt’s running mate John N.
Garner. In an attempt to defend Valls’s longtime service, Kazen spoke of how after Garner’s
thirty years of dedicated service to the Democratic Party he had finally been rewarded with the
nomination for vice president. “Since when has long and unselfish public service become an
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obstacle for public office, and since when has inexperience in public life become a virtue?”
Kazen bellowed.30 The crowd responded with deafening applause. It seems Kazen was trying to
dismantle El Partido de la Garra’s strategy of calling for a change in their political
advertisements.
In Carl S. McKinney’s political advertisement, he pleaded with readers of the Laredo
Times for their support and asked for a change in the local government. The letter to his
constituents read as follows:
Citizens of Webb County:
Tomorrow is election day. It is the duty of every citizen to vote. Never before in
the history of our government has there been a time when the great help of every
citizen was so greatly needed in solving the many serious problems which confront
us. There are many important issues in which your vote may be the deciding factor
between the right and the wrong side. Your wise judgment is needed in every
election that deals with National, State, or Local government. I believe in
Democracy. If elected Sheriff of Webb County, I pledge you that I will not seek
reelection for more than a second term, even though the conducts the office may
deserve your support for a third term. I believe it is not consistent with true
democratic principles or any man to hold the same office for more than two terms.
I urge you to vote tomorrow. If you feel that I am deserving of your support, and
vote for me, I shall be very grateful.
Respectfully,
C. S. McKinney31
McKinney was trying to reach all of those voters who were discontent with the workings of the
political machine in Webb County. City of Laredo and Webb County offices had for too long,
been in the hands of the same men, and if the people wanted a change, they would have to go out
and vote against the Independent Club. Political advertisements such as these and the final
rallies set on the eve of election day, were the only recourses that the parties had left to obtain
votes in their favor.
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It is estimated that between 8,000 and 9,000 people attended the two rallies that Friday
night to hear the candidates and what they had to say. While the Progressive Citizens Party rally
went rather smoothly, the Old Party’s rally turned violent.
J. W. Johnson, member of El Partido
de la Garra, was charged with three cases of
aggravated assault, arrested, and placed in jail
during the rally. Assistant City Attorney and a
longtime Independent Club member, Bismark
Pope formally filed charges Saturday morning
and Johnson’s bond was set at $300 for each
of the three assault cases for a total of $900.
During the arrest, it was alleged that Johnson
was struck in the face by Special Officer
Bonifacio Castillo, the arresting officer after
Figure 4.3: “Johnson’s Letter to the Public,” Laredo Times, July
24, 1932.

Johnson was allegedly seen throwing rocks

into the crowd.32 Johnson refuted the charges and argued that he was hit by Castillo without
warning and in no instance did he hurl any rocks into the crowd. Furthermore, he claimed the
attack was a political move against him and wrote a letter to the people of Laredo to provide
them with his version of what had occurred that night. Perhaps Johnson was right to assume that
this was a political move against his party, especially on the night before the elections.
Whether or not Johnson’s rock-throwing incident had anything to do with the results at
the polls may never be known, but all of the county incumbents on the Democratic Primary
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ticket managed to hold on to their offices.33 (For Election Results See: Appendix B) In some
instances, the race had been close. For example, in the contested race for County Commissioner,
Precinct No. 2, Independent Club candidate Val L. Puig defeated the Progressive Citizens Party
candidate Refugio “Cuco” Benavides by only sixty-four votes. However, despite Joseph C.
Martin’s questionable eligibility to run for Webb County Sheriff, he decimated the competition
by an overwhelming number of votes. These results gave a new breath of life to the new party as
they prepared for the November General Election.
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CHAPTER V
“PIGS IS [SIC] PIGS”: THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE GENERAL ELECTION, NOVEMBER
1932
At the Empire Theater on July 29, despite their loss at the Democratic Primary on July
23, 1932, the Progressive Citizens Party decided to once again challenge the Old Party and
announced a slate of candidates for every county office for the General Election on November 8.
With the unanimous endorsement of the members of El Partido de la Garra, the candidates, as
independents, would run under the party label of “Progressive Citizens Party.” 1 As chairman,
Francisco Vizcaya presided over the meeting and introduced the candidates chosen for the
party’s slate.
Among them was Asa J. Neff, a fifty-two-year-old electrical engineer at the local ice
plant, who spearheaded the slate and would be a candidate for Webb County Judge against
Independent Club incumbent, Justo S. Penn. 2 At the young age of twenty-seven, José
Bernardino DaCamara, the owner of a Dodge car dealership, was chosen as El Partido de la
Garra’s candidate against Joseph C. Martin in the race for sheriff. 3 It was also announced that
former Independent Club member, Dan M. Valdez, would oppose Edward A. Mullally to
become the next county attorney. While all the county offices had Progressive Citizens Party
candidates, John F. Mullally, the seventy-four-year-old 49th District Judge, and John A. Valls,
the District Attorney for the same district, ran unopposed with the Old Party’s endorsement. 4
Campaigning for the General Election was to begin immediately; both parties realized the
necessity of swaying voters to their cause.
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Enthusiastically, some El Partido de la Garra’s candidates began to inform their friends
and acquaintances of their candidacy, while others took to Laredo’s streets to circulate cards
urging people to vote for them. 5 Additionally, the Progressive Citizens Party held a meeting on
Friday, September 2 at the Empire Theater to announce their campaign against Old Party
incumbents. The meeting was attended by approximately 3,000 people. Francisco Vizcaya, the
meeting’s chairman, informed those in attendance of the party’s upcoming campaign and the
work that El Partido de la Garra had ahead of them. Armando Leal, the twenty-year-old son of
a tailor, spoke about a projected victory over the Old Party. 6 His speech was well-received, and
the crowd cheered loudly after each of his predictions. As Leal’s discourse came to an end,
Arnulfo Gómez, a custodian working at a brokerage firm and member of the Progressive
Citizens Party, explained that the party’s main goal was to better the political situation in Webb
County.7 The county would greatly benefit from a change in leadership, he claimed.
Following Gómez’s speech, DaCamara, the candidate for sheriff, and Vicente Salinas, the
forty-four-year-old proprietor of a farm, informed the members of the party and the citizens of
Webb County of their duty to go to the polls and vote for all of El Partido de la Garra’s
candidates.8 Adding to DaCamara and Salinas’s comments, Delis Negrón, a thirty-year-old from
Puerto Rico, reminded the crowd of the recent elections in Laredo and spoke of how the
reformers had come close to winning in several of the races. 9 It was up to the electorate, he
asserted, to rid themselves of the political machine and vote the Progressive Citizens Party
candidates into office. 10 Before the meeting came to a close, several others spoke on the
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necessity for change in the leadership of Webb County. Little did anyone in attendance know
the county would soon be shrouded in disaster.
Following several days of heavy rains in South Texas in late August, Laredo was cut off
from the rest of the world. Every highway leading in and out of the city was flooded. Open only
until one reached Cotulla, the highway to San Antonio was closed because the bridge at the Frio
River was impassable due to the dangerously rising water. Flooding at the Chacón Bridge
crossing the Arroyo Chacón and the bridge over Dolores Creek were completely submerged due
to backwaters from the Rio Grande. Access to the city from Mines Road was also closed; the
Santa Isabel Bridge over Santa Isabel Creek and the Manadas Bridge over Arroyo Manadas were
both underwater. Most importantly for Laredoans, however, was that the international bridge
leading to Nuevo Laredo was under ten feet of water, cutting off all traffic between the two
cities.11 The river rose to fifty-three feet at the railway bridge, a record for the Rio Grande at the
time.12
As if being isolated from the rest of the world was not bad enough, two sections of the
railway bridge over the Rio Grande collapsed and at least eighteen people who were working on
the bridge plummeted to their deaths; three men were also stranded on the debris in the middle of
the bridge. Eventually, with the help of the military, the three men were rescued. In addition to
those who died on the railway bridge, an estimated fifty people drowned in Laredo and Nuevo
Laredo.13 At least 200 families were left homeless, mostly along the banks of Zacate Creek, due
to the flooding. Members of the American Red Cross, which was composed of men from both
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parties and their wives, put politics aside and came together to provide relief to those affected by
the disaster. Clothing and food were collected by the agency to distribute among Laredo’s
neediest families. The City Housing Committee provided a number of vacant homes to house
families whose homes had been destroyed by the floodwaters.14 Due to the swift response from
the military at Fort McIntosh, city officials, and members of the community, the city recovered
rather quickly from the destruction caused by the floods, and once again, politics became the
main topic of discussion.

Figure 5.1: Flooding at the Railway Bridge (Portal to Texas History)

On September 6, Elver George Clingenpeel, an Oklahoman who owned and operated
lumber companies in Laredo and Mirando City and one of El Partido de la Garra’s leaders,
presented a petition to the city council signed by more than 600 taxpayers of the city requesting
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an election to amend the city charter. 15 To provide tax relief, the petition, which called for
waiving the payments on all interest and penalties on delinquent taxes up to and including 1931,
was granted by the council. After some deliberation, Mayor Albert Martin submitted a
resolution that set the final date to pay delinquent taxes without penalty or interest as January 1,
1933.16 By waiving penalties and interest on delinquent taxes, some dating as far back as 1885,
would undoubtedly bring in much-needed revenue to the city since many people would take
advantage of the waiver and pay their delinquent taxes. The penalty for each year of nonpayment was ten percent per year plus the interest, which for some taxpayers, amounted to
almost 500 percent of the original amount owed. 17 This waiver, together with the tax cut that
Webb County was to receive with the passing of House Bill No. 2, provided much needed relief
to the taxpayers in the county.
Nearing the end of his term in office, after losing in the Democratic Primary to former
Governor Miriam “Ma” Ferguson, Governor Ross S. Sterling, passed House Bill No. 2, which
slashed $716,000 off of Webb County’s debt. Such a significant reduction of the debt meant that
the tax rate for the citizens of Webb County would decrease; the tax rate was at $1.15 and was
lowered to $1.10, a reduction of five cents for every $100.18 Moreover, such a significant debt
reduction for the county was a demonstration of the political clout the Independent Club had in
the state. Governor Sterling knew that even though he was on his way out, if he ever wanted to
run for public office again, he would need the endorsement of the South Texas political machines
and Webb County’s Independent Club was indubitably the most important one. While Governor
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Sterling was trying to appease the political machine, El Partido de la Garra was working
diligently on their campaign to try and dislodge the Old Party’s stronghold over Webb County.
A rally was held on September 21, by the Progressive Citizens Party to kick off their
campaign for county offices; the party published advertisements inviting the public to attend in
the Laredo Times.19 Held, like always, at the Empire Theater, the party installed loudspeakers,
so the voices of the speakers would carry, and they could be heard outside. Ezequiel D. Salinas,
Jr., a twenty-four-year-old whose father was a successful retail merchant in Laredo, was running
for State Representative for the 75th District against Paul Hill and was the primary speaker at the
rally.20 Salinas argued that Laredo was in desperate need of an airport and other civic
improvements and promised he would work tirelessly until the city received everything it
needed. Education, he claimed, was also one of his main concerns; he would personally make
sure that Laredo’s public schools were running satisfactorily. Adding that he wanted to lower
the tax rate, Salinas assured the crowd that he would never be “swept off his feet by the
opposition or the political machine,” and that all he wanted to do was help his constituents.21
Before concluding his speech, Salinas informed the public he was in favor of the repeal of the
18th Amendment (Prohibition) and amid a roaring response from the crowd, he introduced the
next speaker.
Dr. Edmund H. Sauvignet, a fifty-seven-year-old surgeon, World War I veteran, and the
candidate for County Commissioner, Precinct 4, announced the Progressive Citizens Party
platform. In his short speech, Sauvignet described the platform as simply, what the name of the
party implied; the members were progressive citizens who were trying to change the way politics
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was done in Webb County.22 Herman Scherr, a Russian immigrant who, like Sauvignet, had
fought in the war, also discussed the necessity of a change of county officers. 23 Focused
primarily on the tenure of present county officers, Scherr urged voters to rid themselves of the
political machine by voting for El Partido de la Garra candidates and removing from office,
men who had been in power for decades.24
The remaining speakers at the Progressive Citizens Party rally including Frank
Groesbeck, Vicente Salinas, Sam Alexander, Delis Negrón, and Tom Herring, among others all
spoke of the need to remove the present county officials who had been endorsed by the Old
Party. They brought to light the extreme nepotism that was taking place in both the city and
county and demanded a change. Throughout the duration of the meeting, Francisco Viscaya took
it upon himself to interject, when he deemed necessary, and translated the speakers’ discourses
from English to Spanish to ensure that every single attendee understood exactly what El Partido
de la Garra stood for.25 While the Progressive Citizens Party was trying to sway the populace in
their favor, members of the Independent Club were once again exerting their power in the state.
As a reaction to the results of the highly contested Democratic Primary race for governor,
Governor Sterling filed suit against Miriam “Ma” Ferguson for illegal votes cast. Allegedly,
upwards of 25,000 illegal votes were cast in Ferguson’s favor, 987 of those votes came out of
Webb County.26 Upon learning of the charges made against his wife, James E. Ferguson, who
had served as Governor of Texas but had been impeached and removed from office in 1917,
rebutted Sterling’s allegations, and in turn, made the same accusations against Sterling. Like
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Sterling, he singled out Webb County as one of the places where illegal votes had been cast. His
actions caught the attention of Webb County’s District Attorney, John A. Valls. 27
In an attempt to clear the name of Webb County, and more importantly the Independent
Club’s, since they were the ones who handled the elections, Valls wrote a letter to Webb County
Judge Justo S. Penn asking him to summon James E. Ferguson before a grand jury. 28 Valls’
letter read:
No man will be allowed to defame the honor of Webb County with impunity.
Honorable James E. Ferguson will be summoned to testify before our next grand
jury and compelled to disclose the source of his information touching the illegality
of votes in Webb County. If the charges are true, they must be thoroughly examined
and with the law must be vindicated. If the charges are groundless, the people are
entitled to know that the complaints are dispensing truth with their accustomed
frugality.29

When questioned about the incident, Ferguson refused to comment. It is worth noting, however,
that Valls, a longtime Old Party member, was directing the grand jury investigation. If
Ferguson’s allegations proved to be true, the Independent Club would undoubtedly be implicated
in election fraud.
After assessing the situation and not wanting his wife to lose the political machine’s
South Texas vote, Ferguson recanted his statements in the following telegram to Valls: “I very
much regret the occurrence which has brought about this unpleasant situation. I am glad to
advise you that I was misinformed concerning the voters in Webb County and I have the kindest
feelings of friendship for the people of your section. I believe the election in Webb County was
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fairly and legally conducted.”30 Content that the Independent Club was no longer implicated in a
case of voting fraud, and in an attempt to let Ferguson know that there were no hard feelings
between them, Valls replied as follows: “My only object in summoning you before our grand
jury was the ascertainment of the truth and the vindication of Webb County from an unjust
aspersion. Any further insistence on my part would savor of vindictiveness, which is not my
purpose. Your frank and manly admission of error releases you from obeying the subpoena and I
thank you for the expressions of friendship for the people of this section.”31 The Old Party made
these telegrams available to the Laredo Times for publication, so citizens of Laredo would be
aware that the allegations of voter fraud were unfounded. Eventually, the fact that Ferguson
recanted his accusation worked to his advantage. A few days later, Valls was contacted by
several prominent Democrats from all over the state to see if he could be added to a list of people
supporting the Roosevelt-Garner-Bullington clubs. Valls responded that he would be voting a
straight Democratic ticket, Ferguson included. 32 While the Independent Club was trying to
discard the illegal voting allegations, the Progressive Citizens Party was busy building their
campaign.
One of the strategies used by El Partido de la Garra to gather more votes was to print
and distribute their party platform. Borrowing from Abraham Lincoln and the Declaration of
Independence, the party asserted that their aim was to establish a “government by the people, of
the people, and for the people and that the just powers of the government are derived from the
consent of the governed.”33 The platform was focused primarily on issues Progressive Citizens
Party members thought needed to be improved in the current administration. First, the party
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called for the “undivided attention” of public officials to local gubernatorial issues. 34 Officials
needed to be honest, English-speaking, American citizens who acted unselfishly and were not
prone to nepotism, the party’s platform stated. Furthermore, any person who held public office
must receive training to perform their job properly and must undergo a refresher course on the
principles of democracy. Machine politics and the control of poll taxes by public officials
needed to be eliminated, El Partido de la Garra maintained.35
Additionally, the Progressive Citizens Party promised to further develop the road system
and improve commerce, industry, and agriculture. A pledge was also made assuring voters that
the party would break away from the system currently in place that favored only a select few,
and instead, would work towards establishing a government that insured the community as a
whole benefited. The platform continued along the same lines, calling for an equitable tax
system for everyone, not just for those who the machine favored. To obtain the vote of the lower
classes, El Partido de la Garra promised to work towards constructing a joint city-county
hospital and a poor farm for the city’s underprivileged.36
In a direct attack on the Independent Club’s choice of candidates, the Progressive
Citizens Party platform promised that, if elected, their candidates for sheriff and constable would
not employ “any subordinates who are contaminated with the underworld, but on the contrary,
men who shall respect the civil rights of the people and enforce the law in a law-abiding form.”37
Similarly, any county official from El Partido de la Garra would be required to publish, in
detail, the financial conditions of the county. Concluding their platform by mentioning the
highly politicized topic of education, the party swore to provide a school system that fulfilled the
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state requirements necessary to be affiliated with a state university. 38 After reading the
Progressive Citizens Party platform, one can assume the way the county was being run under the
Independent Club. While some of the facts may have been exaggerated, it is safe to assume that
if El Partido de la Garra was campaigning against a certain action, it is likely the Old Party was
guilty. As the election neared, the campaign would become more intense.
With a full campaign underway, the Progressive Citizens Party held weekly rallies at the
Empire Theater in the weeks before the election. The Independent Club, who had publically
endorsed all of the incumbents in the district, county, and precinct offices, had only one rally
planned. Questioned about the preparations for their final rally by a Laredo Times reporter,
leaders of the Old Party refused to comment; it was mentioned in the article, however, that the
members of the club were doing the “inside work that means much in politics.” 39 It seems the
Independent Club was once again up to its shenanigans to procure votes.
In the throes of the Great Depression, many Laredoans were destitute and in dire need of
help. The Laredo Chapter of the American Red Cross stepped in and provided aid to many
families, with a sizeable donation of 583 sacks of flour; one sack was distributed to each family
that held a relief card.40 Allegations were made, however, that the Independent Club was reaping
political advantages by claiming the distribution of the government flour as their own. Although
Frank Y. Hill, the chairman of the Red Cross in the area, publically refuted these claims, they
may not have been completely unfounded. 41
Fully aware the Old Party would use any means necessary to procure the people’s votes,
members of El Partido de la Garra hosted a barbeque in the small Mexican border town of
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Guerrero, Tamaulipas, on October 16 in honor of Ezequiel D. Salinas, candidate for State
Representative for the 75th District.42 Attended by a large number of people from both Zapata
and San Ignacio, as well as by prominent members of the party from Laredo, it was a perfect
venue for Salinas to promote his candidacy. Salinas spoke to those in attendance of his
qualifications to be their next State Representative and informed those attending why he believed
he was a better choice over Paul S, Hill, the Independent Club’s candidate. It is interesting that
the parties were campaigning on the Mexican side of the border. Were they trying to get
Mexican citizens to come to the US to vote? Or, did a large American population live on the
Mexican side of the river and the parties were simply catering to them?
The following week, District Attorney John A. Valls received complaints from several
prominent Laredo businessmen. The men believed the secrecy of their ballot had been violated
after the current year’s elections, and revealed to Valls they had “every reason to believe that
their ballots had been viewed after being put in the election boxes and the boxes sealed by the
election judges.”43 Upon hearing their claims, Valls issued a statement avowing that any person
who violated the secrecy of the ballot was guilty of a felony and would be punished to the fullest
extent of the law. He added that the complaint was not directed against the election officials,
“because the abuse of inspecting the ballots was alleged to occur after the ballot boxes had left
the custody of the election judges.”44 Valls failed to mention, however, that all of the election
judges in the year’s elections, as well as in the past, were Independent Club members. With his
comment, he was trying to shift the blame away from his colleagues. Nevertheless, it was not
the last time that the Old Party was involved in illegal or unethical actions.
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Members of El Partido de la Garra had been hard at work planning a rally for
Wednesday, October 26. A platform and seats were set up for the rally in the lot behind First
National Bank, on the corner of Lincoln Street and Juarez Avenue. Arrangements had been
made the previous day with Nuevo Laredo’s XEFE radio station to broadcast the rally, so
everyone who could not physically attend could hear the speakers. Focused primarily on
taxation, the rally’s principal speakers, Elver G. Clingenpeel and Oliver W. Killam, addressed a
crowd of roughly 3,500 people. Favoritism was employed when collecting taxes in Webb
County and Laredo, Clingenpeel claimed. He provided statistics he said were from the tax rolls
which compared assessments and collections over a period of years. To prove his accusations,
Clingenpeel cited specific cases that he believed constituted discrimination in assessments and
collections. Several cases were brought to light in which properties were altogether excluded
from the tax rolls. Moreover, Clingenpeel alleged there was widespread corruption regarding the
collection of delinquent taxes and fees by the city attorney, but he provided no evidence to back
up his claims.45
Speaking in Spanish, Sam Alexander encouraged the election of Progressive Citizens
Party candidates and introduced Killam, the next speaker, as he strolled to the front of the
platform. Killam criticized the county tax board for not cutting the tax rate more than five cents,
especially since the state forgave the county’s debt for the construction of highways. The debt
forgiveness warranted a much larger tax cut than five cents. Furthermore, to prove the tax rate
was higher in Webb County than in other counties of comparable size in Texas, Killam provided
the tax rates for five other counties all of which were relatively lower. Concluding his speech
with a plea for the election of an El Partido de la Garra ticket, Killam pledged his support of all
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the candidates. Ezequiel D. Salinas and Delis Negron also delivered speeches at the rally. 46
Content that their rally had gone well, and that their discourses had been well received by the
crowd, the members of the Progressive Citizens Party were distraught when they discovered the
rally had not been broadcast over the radio as previously planned. It had been prevented by
members of the Independent Club.
Enraged because the Old Party had gone
behind their back to sabotage their radio
broadcast, Francisco Vizcaya, El Partido de la
Garra’s chairman, and Alfonso S. Ochoa, a fortyfour-year-old custom broker and county chairman
for the party, paid for an advertisement the
following day accusing the Independent Club of
the interference. 47 The advertisement claimed
several members of the Old Party visited the
offices of XEFE and spoke to the owner, who
then refused to broadcast the meeting even
though the Progressives Citizens Party had
already made arrangements and payments.
Vizcaya and Ochoa declared that the Independent
Club did not want the speeches broadcast because

Figure 5.2: “Vizcaya and Ochoa Political Advertisement,"
Laredo Times, October 28, 1932.

they were afraid the public would know the
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relevant facts. “Was the Old Party trying to cover up an obsolete system of taxation
incompetency?” they asked. 48 Assuming the charges were true, it implies that the Independent
Club was not only influential in the United States, but in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, as well. More
importantly, El Partido de la Garra was perceived as such a formidable threat by the
Independent Club that they went to such extremes to shut out the competition. Had the Old Party
not been worried about the results of the elections, they would have allowed the broadcast.
Relatively quiet in comparison to the Progressive Citizens Party’s weekly rallies, the Old
Party was campaigning in a more discreet fashion, although it was possibly through the exchange
of favors for votes. Regardless of their campaigning methods, virtually all of the eligible voters
of Webb County received visits from candidates of both parties in an attempt to procure more
votes than their opposition. Both parties were trying to get as many people out to the polls as
possible, not only to vote for their candidates, but also to try and elect Franklin D. Roosevelt to
the presidency. A Roosevelt victory would be beneficial for South Texas because it meant that
John N. Garner, himself a product of the patrón system of South Texas, would become the vice
president, thus providing a direct line to the president for city and county officials. 49
To help prevent voter fraud and the violation of the secrecy of the people’s ballots, Dr. J.
A. Simpson and José B. DaCamara of the Progressive Citizens Party filed a petition to permit
representatives from El Partido de la Garra and the Republican Party to serve as election
clerks.50 Having representation from the different parties would ensure the Independent Club
would not tamper with the ballots or commit election fraud, as they had been known to do in the
past. Several days later, Judge John F. Mullally passed down a decision on the matter permitting
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the change in election clerks. A list of at least three competent candidates were submitted to the
election judges of each polling place and they were to choose a suitable clerk from the list. 51
With this small battle won, the Progressive Citizens Party held another rally to promote their
candidates.
At the onset of the rally, speakers criticized county officers for their inefficiency in
handling county business. As he presented his platform, Asa J. Neff, the candidate for Webb
County Judge, painted a picture for the people of the current government. For thirty years, a
party within a party had been in power, Neff asserted, dictating who was in office during all that
time. Neff promised he would make it his priority to change the oligarchical nature of local
politics. People should know what is happening in their county government and how their tax
dollars were being spent, he argued. Reiterating one of the party’s main concerns, Neff added
that there needed to be an immediate equalization of the tax burden on the citizens of Webb
County. Moreover, tenure should be limited to two terms.52 The Old Party had been in power
for years, and its officers held offices for life; Neff wanted to change that practice.
Elver G. Clingenpeel, owner of the South Texas Citizen, a Progressive Citizens Party
weekly publication, was the next speaker. He addressed the accusations of embezzlement made
against him in the last grand jury. Anna B. Woodard, a fifty-eight-year-old widow who owned
and ran a boarding house on 1309 Victoria Street, charged Clingenpeel with embezzling $500.
Allegedly, Clingenpeel executed a promissory note to Woodard in 1929, and attached a vendor’s
lien on some property. Furthermore, the charges stated Clingenpeel had collected on the
vendor’s lien note but did not pay Woodard the amount due to her.53 At the rally, Clingenpeel
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argued the charges were brought to light as an Independent Club ploy to negatively influence
voters at the polls in the upcoming election. 54 Shortly after the election, after several delays,
Clingenpeel received an instructed verdict of not guilty. The case was not only found to be past
the statute of limitations, but the prosecution was never able to prove that Clingenpeel had ever
been Woodard’s agent.55 Several other El Partido de la Garra candidates addressed the crowd
that evening and concluded with the promise of another rally in two days.

Figure 5.3: "H. M. Holden Telegram," Laredo Times, November 6, 1932

To alleviate citizens’ fear of repercussions for voting against Old Party candidates, José
B. DaCamara, the meeting’s principal speaker, assured those in attendance that tampering with
any ballot on election day would result in federal prosecution. DaCamara had been in contact
with US District Attorney H. M. Holden, and he read a telegram he had received from Holden in
which Holden stated that any violators of the secrecy of ballots would be investigated and
prosecuted. The telegram was also printed in the Laredo Times for all to read. By mentioning
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that the Progressives Citizens Party had worked towards receiving representation in each of the
voting places, DaCamara reminded voters that their ballots would be secret, so they could vote
for the party of their choice without fear of repercussion. In addition to the election clerks from
the different parties at the polls, El Partido de la Garra obtained an order to seal the election
boxes immediately after the election. The automatic seals would be examined every few weeks
to assure the ballots were not tampered with. Before concluding his address, DaCamara voiced
his concerns about the broadcast failing at the previous rally. He had personally paid 500 pesos
to the radio station, XEFE, to broadcast the rally and someone from the Independent Club had
sabotaged it.56 To ensure everyone understood, Francisco Vizcaya translated the speech to
Spanish as DaCamara spoke. DaCamara’s discourse was followed by talks from several other
members of the party.
Confidently taking the stage, Clingenpeel’s dialogue was centered on delinquent taxes.
He cautioned tax payers to safeguard their tax receipts because the current administration’s
records were questionable at best. Insinuating that current officeholders were pocketing the
money, he informed the gathering that a man he knew had paid his property tax, yet he still
remained delinquent on the tax rolls. 57 Criticism of the Old Party was always a high point of the
Progressive Citizens Party rallies. Sam Alexander and Delis Negrón, both known for poking fun
at the Old Party, presented their speeches in Spanish. Through these rallies, El Partido de la
Garra demonstrated to the people of Webb County that their party was truly progressive.
Opposed to the segregation of schools, Ezequiel Salinas made remarks on the need to make
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changes in the educational system; schools needed to be desegregated and full accreditation was
necessary for all Laredo schools. 58
Several political advertisements from some of El Partido de la Garra’s candidates were
printed in the Laredo Times in the weeks leading up to the election. As the election neared, they
became more prevalent and began to include letters to the public and open letters to Independent
Club members. One of these letters was submitted to the newspaper by Oliver W. Killam. In the
letter’s opening, Killam predicted the Progressive Citizens Club would win by no less than 500
votes, because the openness of the party appealed to the people. Conversely, the Independent
Club was campaigning in a less than desirable manner, Killam claimed. Led by former El
Partido de la Garra members, who were known to ferociously attack their opposition, the Old
Party’s first and only rally would be held on the eve of election day. It would not allow their
opponents to make a rebuttal to any charges made against them. 59 Moreover, Killam urged
people to vote for whoever they felt was a better candidate; they need not worry about the
secrecy of their ballots because a court mandamus was obtained ordering the addition of election
clerks from all parties, as well as the sealing of ballot boxes preventing anyone from altering
ballots after the election. The Old Party had long refused to allow the opposition to have
representation at the polls, possibly because they did not want their shenanigans revealed. Due
to the discontent many people harbored for the Independent Club, “a large number of people will
go out to the polls and the Independent Club will be buried under such an avalanche of votes that
they will not in the future dare ask for the approval of the people,” Killam maintained in the
closing of his public letter. 60
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Similarly, in an open letter to Robert Lee Bobbitt,
the chairman for the Independent Club’s first and only rally
of the election season, Elver G. Clingenpeel drew a
comparison between Bobbitt and himself, noting that both
men were inclined to help the City of Laredo progress.
Differences must be set aside at the polls, Clingenpeel
suggested, so that all citizens would be free to exercise their
democratic freedoms and vote for those they believed
would be the better choice for the county. Religious and
belonging to respectable churches in the community, both
prominent businessmen gave their time freely to non-profit
organizations such as the American Red Cross. During the
1922 flood, Clingenpeel declared to have organized a largescale project to house hundreds of Mexican nationals who
had been left homeless. Altruistically, his friend, Oliver W.
Killam, opened his home to house many refugees, wrote
Clingenpeel.61 It is clear that through his letter to Bobbitt,
Clingenpeel was campaigning for the candidates of his
party.
After mentioning both were veterans of the Great
War, Clingenpeel attacked Bobbitt’s choice of candidates.
Bobbitt had endorsed the full Democratic ticket.
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Questioning his choices, Clingenpeel noted Bobbitt had endorsed the candidacies of several men
of questionable morals. One of them was C. M. de la Garza, a realtor and the acting Justice of
the Peace, Precinct 1, Place 1, who was up for reelection. 62 Another was Eduardo Villarreal,
who was running for Constable, Precinct 1, after Leopoldo Villarreal, decided to run for Justice
of the Peace, Precinct 1, Place 2, and left the position of constable open. Was Bobbitt endorsing
the men’s past records? Were they fit to occupy the positions they were competing for?
questioned Clingenpeel. To display the men’s lack of scruples, Clingenpeel related how
Villarreal had severely beaten a war veteran on the streets for no reason. “Was this the type of
man that Bobbitt was endorsing?” Clingenpeel asked.63
Since the Independent Club decided to wait until the last minute to host a rally, the
Progressive Citizens Party would not have a chance to refute any of the charges that may be
made against them, argued Clingenpeel in his letter. In lieu of a political debate, Clingenpeel
brought up a number of questions and accusations he wanted Bobbitt and other members of the
Old Party to answer during the rally. Through his questions, Clingenpeel attacked individual
members of the political machine. The letter called for Justo S. Penn to verify Clingenpeel’s
previous statements regarding the gross inequalities in taxation; Penn would have to confirm that
the tax system in the county was seriously flawed if he decided to answer to Clingenpeel’s
accusations. Could John M. Martin, a prosperous forty-eight-year-old cattle rancher, please pay
the $5,500, excluding penalties and interest, that he owed in county taxes before the end of the
year? Clingenpeel asked to prove that taxation was unfair in the county. 64 Adding that Val L.
Puig, the candidate for county commissioner for Precinct 2, owned several houses valued at
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$1,000 near the Central School, Clingenpeel asked if he would be willing to sell one or more of
them at $2,500 in cash, at 40% more than what they were supposedly worth. Of course, Puig
would not do so because the homes were all worth much more than what the tax rolls had them
valued at. The Independent Club was helping its members cheat on their taxes. Once again
referring to the unsuitability of the Old Party’s candidates for office, Clingenpeel concluded his
letter by writing, “Pigs is [sic] pigs, Mr. Bobbitt. So, let’s give the people a square deal as you
and I understand it, and trusting that we may move forward equally interested in the welfare of
the community.”65 The community would wait to see if the Old Party would answer any of
Clingenpeel’s comments later that night at their rally.
Attended by thousands of people, the Independent Club’s rally was held at the corner of
Victoria Street and Convent Avenue and presided over by Bobbitt. Dismissive of Clingenpeel’s
open letter in the Laredo Times, Bobbitt briefly mentioned he was not running for office and the
purpose of the rally was to hear the candidates speak, not him. However, he directly mocked
Clingenpeel by affirming the statement that he was a member of the American Legion, the
American Red Cross, and the Salvation Army, but that it was an honor for him to have
participated, not something to brag about, he said, referring to Clingenpeel’s comments in the
letter.66
One of the Old Party’s principal speakers and former El Partido de la Garra member,
Manuel J. Raymond, charged his former party with attempting to obtain a sympathy vote.
Securing a mandamus to have representation from other parties as election clerks was a political
play by the opposition. The Independent Club had already agreed to allow the other parties to
have representation prior to the mandamus, he claimed. Moreover, the “trial amendment” that
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called for the sealing of ballot boxes could have been thrown out if an objection had been made,
but none was, Raymond informed the crowds. That may have been true, but how would the
public have reacted if the Independent Club had objected to sealing ballot boxes? On what
grounds would anyone object to ballot boxes being sealed in the first place? With his comments,
Raymond assured the community that the charges of ballot tampering made by the Progressives
Citizens Party were merely a political move to plant the seed of distrust in the Old Party. 67
Pointing towards an apartment complex on Pappas Street across town, where he declared
that Clingenpeel was sitting next to a window watching the rally, Raymond directed his
comments at Clingenpeel. Raymond challenged Clingenpeel’s accusations that John A. Valls
was the presiding officer of a kangaroo jury that had indicted him on false accusations in a
political move by the Old Party to tarnish the reputation of El Partido de la Garra. Producing
documents that allegedly justified the grand jury’s actions, Raymond defended the Independent
Club. Furthermore, Raymond argued that until March of that year, Clingenpeel was an
Independent Club member, but when he presented a proposition to collect delinquent taxes on a
commission of 15% and was denied, he switched parties. It is interesting that Raymond would
condemn Clingenpeel for switching parties when he himself had recently abandoned the
Progressive Citizens Party and joined ranks with the Independent Club. After Raymond’s
speech, numerous other candidates addressed the crowd and for the most part, ridiculed the
members of the Progressive Citizens Party. 68
Nearby, at the corner of Lincoln Street and Juarez Avenue, El Partido de la Garra
concluded their 1932 campaign with a rally. In front of one of the largest crowds the party had
ever seen at one of their rallies, José B. DaCamara, addressed one of the party’s most important
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topics, the secrecy of ballots. With the court order instructing the sealing of the ballot boxes, the
Old Party would no longer be able to tamper with ballots or see how people voted, so no
retaliation could be taken against anyone for voting against the political machine. DaCamara
also mentioned the mandamus issued by the courts to assure the people that the elections would
be conducted fairly. With the promise to provide equitable taxes for all citizens of the county,
DaCamara concluded his discourse and introduced Elver G. Clingenpeel as the next speaker for
the night.69
Received by loud applause from the crowd, Clingenpeel condemned Bobbitt for not
answering the charges made in the open letter to him at the Independent Club rally that night.
Bobbitt could not answer the charges with any answer that would be favorable to the Old Party.
Several of the candidates were, like Clingenpeel charged, not upstanding members of the
community, yet Bobbitt had still endorsed their candidacy. These men should not be allowed to
run for the good of the community as a whole. Such a colossal turnout at the rally proved that
people were ready for a change in their government, Clingenpeel bellowed. Several other
speakers followed Clingenpeel. Most talked of the tax rate and how it was necessary to change
the entirety of the officers in the county for the improvement of Webb County. Upon the
conclusion of the rally, El Partido de la Garra pleaded with the people of the county for their
vote in the following day’s elections. 70
Approximately 5,300 votes were cast on November 8, 1932. With a landslide victory
over President Herbert Hoover, Franklin D. Roosevelt and John N. Garner were ushered into the
White House by the American people. Mariam “Ma” Ferguson beat Republican candidate,
Orville Bullington 3,697 to 1,209 votes in Webb County and in the state prevailed 521,395 to
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322,589.71 Similarly, the Independent Club dominated the Progressive Citizens Party for every
position in Webb County. The closest El Partido de la Garra got to defeating the Old Party was
in the election for County Commissioner for Precinct 2, where Val L. Puig barely edged out
Amador E. García by a mere 200 votes. 72 Once again, the Progressive Citizens Party had fallen
short of a victory. (For Election Results See: Appendix C.) To celebrate their overwhelming
victory, the Independent Club decided to host a barbeque for the public to thank them for their
continued support.73
On Sunday, December 4, 1932, at Liberty Park, the Old Party fed approximately 2,000
people with 3,600 pounds of meat, as well as providing them with bread, and bottles of milk. A
great number of the city’s underprivileged families attended the barbeque and received much
needed food, both to eat and to take home for their families. 74 It is no wonder the Independent
Club invariably received the majority of the people’s support. The party used the people’s
misfortune during the Great Depression and turned it into a way to obtain the people’s support by
feeding the neediest of the county. Citizens in need, as long as they knew that every time the
Old Party won an election they would throw a large barbeque, would vote for the Independent
Club despite knowing they were corrupt. For people with nothing, what mattered was staying
alive, not what county officers were doing.
With only the 15th Congressional District Elections to be held in 1933, it promised to be a
year of reflection and calm for both parties; that, however, was not to be. Several members of
the Independent Club were indicted on a number of charges ranging from misappropriation of
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public funds to conspiracy to pay the poll taxes for people. 75 Members of the Progressive
Citizens Party would now have more ammo against the Old Party for their campaigns in the next
election cycle.
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CHAPTER VI
“THE OLD PARTY—I’M SORRY TO SAY,” 1933
Despite the Progressive Citizens Party’s loss at the general election on November 8,
1932, they were able to maintain their support in the community. A setback for the Independent
Club came when City Attorney Bismark Pope and Constable Eduardo Villarreal were indicted on
charges of misapplication of public funds. During the election campaign, several articles printed
in the South Texas Citizen, a Laredo newspaper published by Elver G. Clingenpeel, charged that
the City of Laredo’s tax money had been collected but was never deposited. Hearing the
accusations and wanting to clear the Old Party’s name, District Judge John F. Mullally, ordered
an investigation.1 Pope was charged with misappropriating $1,780.19 in delinquent taxes.
Similarly, Villarreal was charged with misapplication and conversion of public funds in the
amount of $117.30, resulting from a constable’s sale of property for delinquent taxes. 2
Two days after being indicted, and without ever being arrested, the men made bond of
$1,000. Interestingly enough, however, both had some of the most prominent Independent Club
members vouching for them as sureties. Pope had Henry L. Jackson, a local mortician, Edward
A. Mullally, Judge Mullally’s son, and his father, John A. Pope, sign for him.3 Villarreal’s bond
was assured by two of Mayor Martin’s brothers, John M. Martin and Webb County Sheriff
Joseph C. Martin, as well as City Secretary Apolonio R. García. 4 The trial for both men was set
for March by District Attorney John A. Valls.
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While the Independent Club tried to resolve the problems of its indicted members, the
Democratic Primaries to elect a nominee for the 15th Congressional District were to be held in
Webb County on February 25, forcing the parties to once again go out on the campaign trail.
Running for the position were Milton West, an attorney and longtime member of the Wells
political machine in Brownsville, and Charles R. Tips, founder of the town of Three Rivers and
owner of the Ball Glass Company. 5 In a display of support for one of their fellow political
machines, the Independent Club publically endorsed West. Naturally, El Partido de la Garra
supported Tips, a man whose campaign platform was astoundingly similar to theirs.
While on the campaign trail, Tips stopped in Laredo and attended a meeting at the 49th
District Court to present the issues of his campaign. Seventy-eight-year-old Judge Avery N.
Rector of Laredo, initiated the meeting with a brief discourse. Unafraid of the backlash he might
receive from the Old Party for his comments, Judge Rector condemned the Independent Club for
supporting West, who was being backed by Archie Parr, the notorious Duval County patrón. 6
Outraged that the Old Party would undoubtedly begin to impart their influence over the people of
Laredo to obtain votes for West, Rector denounced their actions and opined that the “local club
should not dictate to the people who they should vote for.” 7 Following Rector’s speech, Sam
Alexander and Elver G. Clingenpeel, both prominent members of the Progressive Citizens Club,
addressed the packed courtroom in support of Tips.
Manuel C. González, third president of the League of United Latin-American Citizens
(LULAC), wrote a letter in Spanish to Alexander, which he read at the meeting, announcing
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LULAC’s endorsement of Tips for congress.8 Similarly, Clingenpeel read a letter from Albert
Sidney Burleson, former US Postmaster General, who also endorsed Tips. Retired from public
office since 1921, Burleson did not usually take an active role in politics, other than voicing his
support for Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932, so his support for Tips demonstrates that he, like
many others, did not want yet another candidate of a political machine in office. 9 When the men
finished addressing the crowds, Tips took the floor and presented his platform.
With the promise to fight the notorious Parr and West political machines, Tips announced
to the gathering that it was his priority to represent the people’s interests rather than the
politicians. He related how he had recommended John N. Garner as a candidate for president at
Chicago’s Democratic Convention the previous year, and he had carefully worked with Garner.
Under his management, the Roosevelt-Garner campaign was successful in the 15th District,
where he was chairman, but he claimed that the Democrats of Webb County offered him no
cooperation. More money was raised in Hebbronville than in Laredo, he claimed. Sent to the
district by the Democratic National Convention to campaign for Roosevelt and Garner, US
Representative William D. McFarlane, after being well received in other parts of the district, was
advised by the political bosses that he could not hold a meeting in Laredo. 10 Although the
Independent Club supported Roosevelt and Garner, they still did not allow McFarlane to host a
meeting in the city because they could not control what was said. This would not be the last time
that members of the Progressive Citizens Club would campaign against those endorsed by the
Old Party.
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On February 19, 1933, El Partido de la Garra hosted a small assembly at the Empire
Theater for their loyal supporters. After an introduction and short speeches by Francisco
Vizcaya, Sam Alexander, Vicente Salinas, and Noble G. Cofer of Cameron County and
candidate for the 15th Congressional District, addressed the gathering. 11 First attacking his
opponents’ methods of acquiring votes, Cofer instructed those in attendance to get together and
carefully examine the candidates and their platforms before making a decision on who they
would be voting for; he did not want the votes of those who could not in good conscience vote
for him. Adding that a “man elected into office should go there by the will of the majority or he
had no right to that office,” and that a congressman is the people’s voice in congress, Cofer
promised he would do his best to represent all of the people of his district, not just the political
bosses, like West would do if elected. 12 West was “Parr’s man,” maintained Cofer, and he
would enter congress as such, doing only what the political machines dictated. 13 In order to
maintain control of the politics of South Texas, the political machines banded together to elect
officials that would be willing to set aside their beliefs for those of the party, as was the case with
West.
The Democratic Primary Election for Representative of the 15 th Congressional District
was held six days later. Although Tips received a large number of votes in Webb County, he
finished third behind Gordon Griffin, a forty-four-year-old attorney from McAllen, and West. 14
The runoff election was set for March 15. It was imperative the Independent Club get as many
voters to the polls as possible since it was generally thought that a majority of Tips’ supporters
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would vote for Griffin. 15 As expected, however, West, with the Old Party’s endorsement,
decimated Griffin, 915 to 481 in Webb County and he prevailed district wide. 16 West would be
the Democratic nominee to replace John N. Garner in Congress.
As West was preparing to take office, Elver G. Clingenpeel organized a meeting with
some of Laredo’s prominent businessmen to discuss tax assessment valuations in the city and
county. Using a chart of valuations from the city tax books, he compared the values of
unimproved property, taking into account the property’s relative location, and discovered that
several of the properties were unequally valued. Additionally, the city was not releasing its
annual financial statements and the men were wary as to the reason for the secrecy. Too much
money was being spent paying a multitude of officials in different offices that could be merged
into one to save approximately $600,000 a year, Oliver W. Killam asserted. He urged the men to
withhold their taxes until those situations were remedied and they discovered where their tax
dollars were going, even more so with the trial of Bismark Pope and Eduardo Villarreal
approaching.17
A hearing was held the morning of April 25, when the defense attorney for Bismark Pope
asked for a change of venue. The defense believed that if the case was held in Webb County, the
jurors would not be impartial. Twelve witnesses were called to the stand by the defense to prove
that most people in Laredo had already made up their mind that Pope was guilty. Walter W.
Winslow, a forty-nine-year-old Laredo attorney and one of the witnesses called to testify for the
defense, stated that he had spoken to many people relative to Pope’s case and all of them were
convinced of his guilt. 18 To try and quell any arguments that the trial would be impartial,
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Winslow added that although during the political campaign of the previous year, Clingenpeel had
been tried by a fair and impartial jury, that no parallel can be drawn between the two cases,
whatsoever.19
To make matters worse, Pope had been previously targeted by several city officers who
had made charges against him, and who he had filed countercharges against, the Laredo Times
reported.20 Evidently, Pope had experienced some sort of falling out with certain members of his
own party. Pope was sentenced to three years in the state penitentiary for the misapplication and
conversion of public funds. However, Judge John F. Mullally, a longtime Old Party member,
overturned the ruling after an appeal by Pope’s defense attorneys, on the grounds there had been
many mistakes committed during the trial. 21 On May 16, at the City Council Meeting, Bismark
Pope resigned from his position as city attorney, and Manuel J. Raymond was appointed to
replace him.22 Apparently, Raymond’s mid-campaign party switch had finally paid off. To the
dismay of the Independent Club, Pope’s indictment was only the beginning of an all-out attack
on city and county officials.
On May 30, a Webb County grand jury issued nine indictments against members of the
Sheriff’s Department for “conspiracy to pay the poll tax of citizens, who were then qualified
voters of Webb County…in a manner not permitted by law, on, or about, the first day of
December 1931.”23 Nine men were indicted; some of them high ranking Old Party members.
Sheriff Joseph C. Martin, who served as city tax assessor for twenty-two years before being
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elected sheriff, was one of the first to be served with an arrest warrant. Sheriff Martin’s deputy
sheriff, Joe A. Salinas, who had been at his post for eight years, was served an arrest warrant at
the same time as his boss. Both men immediately posted a $300 bond. Others charged were:
Apolonio R. García, the city secretary for the past fifteen years; Street Commissioner Francisco
Rodríguez, who prior to his appointment had served as the Webb County jailor for many years;
Justice of the Peace, Precinct No. 1, Cayetano M. de la Garza, who had served in the position for
four years; and two policemen, Enrique Guerra, a twelve-year veteran, and Enrique Martínez,
who was in his third year. Additionally, there were two others who at the time were facing
similar indictments, Constable Eduardo Villarreal, a fingerprint expert, had been charged in
December for the misapplication of public funds alongside City Attorney Bismark Pope, and
Deputy City Tax Assessor Miguel Peña, who was facing a charge of perjury. 24 Related to the
blanket indictment, Peña’s perjury charge stated that during his testimony he denied having gone
to Vidaurri Printing Co. to have 1,000 blank copies of poll tax receipts printed, yet, Federico
Vidaurri, owner of the printing company, testified otherwise. 25 District Attorney John A. Valls
filed a motion with Judge Mullally to expedite the trial; he wanted it to take place before the
grand jury session adjourned on July 8. 26 While the men waited for their trail date to be set,
another Independent Club member was set to stand trial.
The following week, on June 8, Amedee Ligarde, the tax collector of Webb County who
had been indicted on four charges of misapplication of public funds in early May, went on trial in
the 49th District Court. Ligarde had posted a $5,000 bond for all four charges and hired Manuel
J. Raymond and J. Franklin Spears of San Antonio to represent him. As a result of his
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indictment, Ligarde resigned as tax assessor after being in office since 1923 when he had
succeeded his father, Honoré Ligarde. Furney A. Muller was appointed as his successor. 27 At
the trial, both the prosecution, headed by Valls, and the defense agreed that the venue needed to
be changed and the case was transferred to 94th District Court in Bexar County. 28
While the Independent Club was busy dealing with the indictments of many of its county
and city officials, El Partido de la Garra held a public meeting on a vacant lot north of Laredo
Auto Sales to address taxation and its effects on the city’s schools and government. Translated
to Spanish by Delis Negrón, Elver G. Clingenpeel’s speech focused on commencing a city-wide
delinquent tax collection campaign to raise enough money to keep the school district afloat for
that year. Clingenpeel explained the city’s current tax situation. A sum of $129,120 was
appropriated by the state for school purposes the previous year, to which $60,000 was to be
added from the city ad valorem tax. Approximately $56,490 was still owed to the school board
by the state, and by that time, the school board had borrowed $63,000 against that sum from the
Laredo National Bank. The state’s figures show, however, that the sum apportioned by the state
would be reduced to $32,000 for the following school year, thus the need to come up with the
difference, Clingenpeel claimed. Offering advice to Laredoans, Clingenpeel instructed
taxpayers, as Killam had suggested, to withhold their delinquent taxes until after the city council
had come up with a budget for the following year. 29 The Progressive Citizens Party was offering
the people of Laredo some semblance of stability during a tumultuous time for the city and
county government.
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El Partido de la Garra was slowly gaining a larger following in Laredo and the Old Party
was becoming increasingly wary of them. At the opening of the trial for the nine city and county
officials indicted on charges of election fraud, the defense, headed by Manuel J. Raymond, filed
a motion to quash the indictments on allegations of political prejudice on the part of the grand
jury. John A. Valls read the motion aloud to the court. One of the reasons to quash the
indictments was that José B. DaCamara, one of the grand jurors, had violated his oath of office
and had communicated with other grand jurors in reference to the defendants. Since he was a
prominent member of the Progressive Citizens Party, the motion stated, his only goal was to
“further his political scheme.” 30 The motion continued: “These defendants in this connection
further say, upon information and belief, that the said DaCamara, immediately after the selection
of the grand jurors aforesaid, communicated with the persons so selected and that conferences
were had and plans arranged to secure indictments of prominent members of the Independent
Club, thus securing the destruction of these defendants and in such manner to gain political
control of Webb County and the City of Laredo.”31 It is evident that the defense was grasping at
strings to prove the defendants’ innocence. Unless the defendants had been present at the
supposed meetings of the Progressive Citizens Party, there was no way for them to have found
out if they were planning a complete takeover of the county and city. It was ludicrous, many
citizens concluded, to think that the defendants could know all that information.
As Valls read the motion, it became more illogical and began to sound like a conspiracy.
It claimed that the grand jury obtained its evidence in a “veiled and threatening manner.” 32 One
of these threats, the motion stated, was carried out by Clingenpeel. He supposedly threatened
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Mayor Albert Martin with indictment if he did not resign from his post and appoint someone
from El Partido de la Garra to replace him.33 Furthermore, the motion claimed that the
defendants believed W. T. Killam, the sixty-one-year-old bookkeeper in the oil business, and P.
H. Stanford, Vice President of Union State Bank & Trust Co., maliciously accused the
defendants of planning to commit arson to burn down City Hall in order to destroy all the
financial records necessary for the grand jury to convict them. 34 When Valls finished reading the
defense’s motion to quash the indictments, he announced to the courtroom that it was a sad day
that he had to work against his friends, but he promised he would be impartial and asked for an
extra day to carefully examine the motion. 35 In front of a packed courtroom the following day,
Valls fought Raymond’s motion to quash the indictments stating the defense had not provided
enough information regarding the illegality of the actions of the grand jurors and the trail was set
to begin the following day.36
Raymond refused to give up his motion to quash the indictments; he called eleven
witnesses to the stand on Friday to testify there had been prejudice behind the indictments. First
on the witness stand was Dan M. Valdez, the newly appointed president of the Progressive
Citizens Party. Questioned at length about party meetings in which the actions of the grand jury
were allegedly discussed, Valdez admitted he had been at the meetings and that the financing of
the South Texas Citizen had been discussed but denied ever hearing about the case. 37 Several
others were called to the witness stand and all of them denied all the allegations in the motion to
quash, except for P. H. Stanford.
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When called to the stand, Stanford, who worked for W. T. Killam and DaCamara at the
bank, testified that he “had been one of the parties that spread a report that it had been planned to
burn City Hall and the records so that the grand jury could not get a hold of them.” 38 Stanford
asserted that he had gone with W. T. Killam and Judge Mullally to Valls’ apartment to tell them
that the word on the street was that the defendants had plans to bun down City Hall. However,
he shifted the blame to W. T. Killam, claiming that he had done all the talking. He also denied
ever having spoken to Clingenpeel or DaCamara of the developments of the case, and further
added that Clingenpeel had not informed him that he intended to threaten the mayor into
resigning. As the proceedings continued, Valls questioned Stanford in regard to his party
affiliation; he denied being a member of the Progressive Citizens Party. Shortly afterwards he
was asked who he had voted for in the last election, to which he replied, “the Old Party—I’m
sorry to say.”39 When Stanford’s questioning was complete, DaCamara was called to the stand.
Stating his belief that the indictments were pure politics, DaCamara denied all the
allegations brought against him by the defense’s council, including denying ever having spoken
to Clingenpeel about his conference with the mayor; they had only talked about the South Texas
Citizen, he added. When questioned by Valls, DaCamara mentioned he had heard of the Old
Party buying poll taxes since 1906, but when he was a member of that party, he had never been
asked for money to pay poll taxes. 40 His testimony was followed by Clingenpeel’s.
Publisher of the South Texas Citizen, Clingenpeel, affirmed he had visited Mayor Albert
Martin to advise him to resign and to allow someone who was impartial to the Independent Club
to take over the city government. He informed Mayor Martin he had violated the law in
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transferring the accounts of city monies, and therefore, could be indicted for his actions. In his
conversation with Mayor Martin, Clingenpeel told the mayor that preventing “bloodshed” in
future political campaigns should be a joint effort between the parties; they needed to try and
“better control the Latin element of the city.” 41 Stopping Clingenpeel after that comment, Valls
countered that there had been no violence in the city since the Laredo Election Riot in 1886,
perhaps so all in attendance would not think the Independent Club could not control the city.
The following morning, after both sides related that they had no further arguments, Judge
Mullally sustained the motion to quash and the men were free to go back to their posts. 42
Although all but one of the eleven witnesses denied having ever discussed the case, the
Independent Club still prevailed. Conviction was never truly an option for these nine men,
however, because both the state and the district judge were on their side from the beginning and
they found a way to exonerate the men. With the trial behind them, El Partido de la Garra
members were able to host the rally they had been promising to the people of Laredo.
Held, as usual, at the Empire Theater on Santa María Avenue, the Progressive Citizens
Party rally commenced with an address by Francisco Vizcaya, who announced that Dan Valdez
was the party’s new president and he went on to criticize some of the county’s officials.
Commenting on the city administration and the fact that they had been in power for thirty years,
Armando Leal, accused the Old Party of “violating the citizens most sacred rights,” and stated
that its actions were contrary to the principles of democracy. 43 Reiterating the indictment of the
nine officials the previous week, Leal urged citizens that when the time came, they should go to
the polls and vote for the Progressive Citizens Party so the Independent Club could no longer
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control the government in the city and county. Greeted by loud applause, Clingenpeel criticized
Raymond, declaring that while he had been a member of El Partido de la Garra he had
slandered the Old Party, but that he now took pride in being in their ranks. 44 The meeting ended
with a call for support for El Partido de la Garra. Political campaigning slowed for the next few
months since municipal elections were five months away.
The preliminary campaign for the Progressive Citizens Party kicked off at Obreros’ Hall,
at 1013 Santa Ursula Avenue, on November 14. Contrary to how their previous rallies were
held, Valdez announced the party would hold several rallies at different locations leading up to
the municipal elections in April 1934. 45 Once again, the party reminded the people of the
election fraud allegations made against the Independent Club earlier that year. Armando Leal
read a letter aloud in which Apolonio R. García, the city secretary, went to Austin in 1906 to
make a formal complaint against several prominent Old Party members stating that they had
allegedly conspired to pay poll taxes. It was nothing new that the Independent Club was illegally
procuring poll taxes for its constituents, indicated Leal. After briefly mocking both the city
secretary and Manuel J. Raymond, Leal turned to Valls; he scorned Valls’ attitude as a public
official, accusing him of frequently playing to his party. 46
In a continuance of Leal’s derisive comments of the Old Party, Genaro G. Benavides, a
thirty-one-year-old cashier at the Meat & Fish Company, told the crowd that a city government
as corrupt as Laredo’s, in which the Independent Club had been violating the citizens’ rights for
thirty years, should be ousted and the officials removed from power. 47 In order to take the
corrupt office holders out of office, people needed to go out and secure their poll taxes, urged
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Benavides.48 With that advice, Benavides concluded his speech and Clingenpeel took the stage.
After blasting several Old Party members, Clingenpeel promised the audience that by the
following April, the Progressive Citizens Party would be in office and the city would finally have
a “clean, efficient, and honest administration.” 49 Several others addressed the crowd and spoke
on the same subjects at the rally. At the conclusion of the rally, El Partido de la Garra promised
spectators numerous rallies would be coming their way in the months leading up to the election
in April.
The close of 1933 would see the beginnings of the campaigns for the municipal elections
of April 1934. El Partido de la Garra had become a force to be reckoned with. Charges made
during the general election campaign of 1932 sparked a flurry of indictments for city and county
officials. Although none of the men indicted were faced with any real consequences, the citizens
of Laredo and Webb County were beginning to see the many faults of the Old Party. There were
pay offs for the former Progressive Citizens Party members who switched to the Independent
Club in the midst of the last election campaign. Manuel J. Raymond was appointed city attorney
when Bismark Pope resigned, and Eduardo Idar was appointed chief deputy assessor on
Christmas Eve.50 With both municipal and county elections being held the following year, the
parties were forced to put everything they had into the campaigns to gain the support of the
people and political control of Laredo and Webb County.
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CHAPTER VII
“BATHTUB KIDNAPPING” AND THE MUNICIPAL ELECTION, 1934
Five years into the Great Depression, citizens of Laredo, devastated by the collapse of the
economy, were starting to receive some relief through President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New
Deal programs. In January 1934, a large Civil Works Administration (CWA) project of
approximately 1,500 laborers from Laredo began working for thirty hours a week. People were
loaded into trucks, like cargo, and taken to the different work sites around the county, one of
which was the building of a right-of-way highway fence from Webb County to the Dimmit
County line.1 Over $18,500 in relief was received in Laredo. Roughly $16,000 was paid to
1,499 laborers employed by the CWA and the rest was used to provide lunches for school
children. Laredo’s economy began to improve because all of the CWA laborers were purchasing
products at local businesses.2 The owners of those businesses, in turn, spent even more money.
Roosevelt’s plan was working.
It was not just the opportunity for work that the city was receiving, food was also being
donated. Over 12,000 dozen eggs were donated by the government for Laredo’s needy. County
Administrator B. H. Tate, of the Webb County Relief Commission, distributed 300 cases of eggs
to the adjoining counties between Webb County and Nueces County; he left 100 cases to be
distributed within Webb County. Families who held relief cards would each receive four dozen
eggs, Tate announced. 3
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Not wanting to seem uninterested in the people’s well-being, Independent Club members,
aware the municipal election was only a few months away, and wanting to gain the support of
their constituents, were busy trying to help Laredo’s underprivileged. City Attorney Manuel J.
Raymond, his twenty-one-year-old son, Adolfo, along with Jessie T. Wise, a clerk at the Webb
County Courthouse, and Edward J. Foster, donated two of five bucks they killed while hunting to
the orphanage in Laredo’s Heights neighborhood. 4 The deer meat, it was hoped, would provide
venison to feed the children of the orphanage for some time. While these men were trying to get
the support of the people through their donations, Constable Eduardo Villarreal was taken into
custody on a kidnapping charge.
On January 20, Luis López, a resident of Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, who was wanted in
San Antonio, Texas on drug trafficking charges, was at his home when three men, one of whom
introduced himself as a special policeman from the constable’s office, urged him to step outside.
After handcuffing him, the men forced Lopez into a car at gunpoint and drove him to the banks
of the Rio Grande. Still handcuffed, they forced him to grab hold of a floating bathtub that was
pulled across the river to Laredo while threatening him at the same time, that if he let go he
would certainly drown. Constable Eduardo Villarreal and forty-one-year-old Deputy US
Marshal Henry Keene were waiting on the American side of the river to take him into custody. 5
Four days later, Villarreal and Tomás Hernández of Laredo, were arrested upon request
of the Mexican government on charges of kidnapping. In 1929, Hernández had been arrested,
tried, and sentenced to twenty years in a state penitentiary for the murder of Harry Williams, a
reporter for the Laredo Times. However, in late 1932, Hernández was pardoned by Governor
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Ross S. Sterling and he had resided in Laredo ever since. He was apparently hired by Villarreal
to do his dirty work. Shortly before the men’s scheduled hearing, Chief of Police Candelario
Mendiola, denied any involvement of the police department in the case. 6
At Villarreal and Hernández’s habeas corpus hearing in the 49th District Court, on
January 25, Bismark Pope and Phillip Kazen, attorneys for the defense, called for two Mexican
witnesses, Gen. Ruperto García de Alva, the commanding officer of the Nuevo Laredo garrison,
and Capt. Angel Manterolla, who was under his command. When neither of the men showed up
to testify, the defense argued that Villarreal and Hernández’s habeas corpus should be dismissed
without prejudice. Ultimately, Judge John F. Mullally, ordered that the men be held without
bond for a period of no more than forty days, pending extradition hearings. 7
Soon afterward, several men were arrested in Nuevo Laredo in connection to the case
including Gen. García de Alva and Capt. Manterolla. In Laredo, on February 2, Marshal Keene
was placed under arrest in connection to Lopez’s kidnapping. 8 Later that same day, however,
Sheriff Joseph C. Martin received orders from US Marshal Herbert E. L. Toombs of Houston to
release Keene on a $500 bond so he could appear in a federal court on February 10. 9 Following
his release, Pope and Kazen petitioned Mullally for a similar bond for Villarreal and Hernández.
Bond was granted, and the men posted bond on Saturday and were released, although it had
previously been announced that under provisional arrest, the charges against the two men did not
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allow bail.10 While the men waited to hear news on their extradition hearings, the political
parties in Laredo were trying to encourage the city’s citizens to pay their poll tax.
By February, an estimated 7,000 people had paid their poll taxes. The poll tax payments
had been extremely slow in early January, but in the days before the deadline, there was a rush at
the tax office of people who did not want to be excluded from participating in the municipal
election to be held on April 3. 11 Although the poll tax receipts issued were 1,000 short of those
issued the previous year, the Independent Club decided to host a parade in celebration, although
the Laredo Times predicted that 5,000 of those registered would vote for El Partido de la Garra.
It is unclear how the Laredo Times arrived at this prediction. When questioned about the parade,
Sheriff Joseph C. Martin anticipated that the votes would be three to one for the Old Party “and
the boys just wanted to celebrate a little.” 12 Progressive Citizens Party member, José B.
DaCamara, had a different opinion of the reasons for the parade.
I have been in Laredo twenty-eight years, and in all that time, the Independent Club
has been in power continuously. During all the years that they had the political
situation sewed up in a bag, I have never seen them see fit to parade the streets and
shout out how many poll taxes they controlled and how many had been paid. Makes
me wonder why after such a long period of time they should see fit to adopt such a
policy, unless, they are uneasy and worried. Teddy Roosevelt, had a saying
something like this: “Speak softly and carry a big stick.” It would hardly be
necessary to be speaking so loudly from their parade this morning if they really
carried the big stick. 13
It is apparent that El Partido de la Garra was gaining a large following and the Independent
Club was exasperating every outlet to halt the Progressives Citizens Party’s growing support.
That same night, El Partido de la Garra held a meeting at the Empire Theater, on Santa
María Avenue. Before heading to the rally, a large number of people, paraded from
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Independence Plaza to the Empire Theater, both in cars and on foot, through Laredo’s main
streets. Presided over by the party’s president, Dan M. Valdez, the rally was attended by several
thousand people. Focused primarily on denouncing the actions of the present city officials, the
speakers, particularly DaCamara, Sam Alexander, Elver G. Clingenpeel, and Tomás Rodríguez,
a twenty-three-year-old bookkeeper, singled out District Attorney John A. Valls and City
Secretary Apolonio R. García for criticism. 14 Similarly, their colleague, Armando Leal, charged
that García “had never been efficient, was violating his most sacred duty as a public official, and
had been indifferent to the poor people.” 15 Leal went on to mock Valls and predicted that the
“liberty-loving voters” of Laredo were prepared to vote him out of office in November. 16 After
Leal’s speech, Delis Negrón urged those in attendance to vote a straight Progressive Citizens
Party ticket at the election in order to help get rid of the corrupt city government.
Later that month, El Partido de la Garra released their slate of candidates for the
municipal election in April. While many believed DaCamara would be an ideal candidate for
mayor, J. B. Donoho, a forty-six-year-old manager of an automobile dealership, was the one
chosen by the party’s leadership. 17 Dan M. Valdez, the party’s president was running against his
former colleague Manuel J. Raymond for city attorney. Opposing City Secretary Apolonio R.
García, was George F. Villarreal, a fifty-one-year-old stock broker.18 Many of the candidates
chosen for the party’s slate were newcomers to the political scene.
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On February 22, DaCamara,
Donoho, W.B. Johnson, and George F.
Alexander, a fifty-four-year-old rancher,
filed a petition for mandamus in the 111th
District Court against County Tax
Collector Furney A. Muller, requesting
that he provide a list of poll tax
payments, as required by law, no later
than March 10. While Muller wrote a

Figure 7.1: "Tax List Hearing Set for Tuesday," Laredo Times,
February 25, 1934.

letter to L. H. Doty, the plaintiffs’ attorney, stating that he planned to provide the lists within the
allotted time period, County Attorney Edward A. Mullally and Raymond, proceeded with the
hearings.19 Ultimately, the mandamus was denied. The defense attorneys argued that the
plaintiffs had no interest in the poll tax receipts that were any different to that of the general
public, and that if employees at the tax collector’s office had to take time to furnish the lists, the
daily administration of their affairs would be interrupted. 20 The men would, like the rest of the
public, wait until March 10 when the tax lists were released.
Accepting their loss, El Partido de la Garra held a heavily attended convention at
Obreros’ Hall on March 2. Attendees had to present their poll tax receipts to be allowed entry to
the convention. The purpose of the meeting was to present the candidates selected to run on the
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party’s ticket in April; all the candidates were unanimously accepted by the convention. Several
candidates were allowed time to address the convention. 21
Candidate for city tax collector, fifty-seven-year-old Francisco Sánchez Garza, recalled
how he had once worked as a deputy tax collector. 22 Discontent at the way things were being
run in the county, and in agreement with the principles of the Progressive Citizens Party,
Sánchez Garza joined the new party and was selected to run for office. After criticizing the
present city administration, Sam Alexander urged the crowd to vote for El Partido de la Garra
candidates in April. The political situation in Laredo had become intolerable, opined Alexander,
and the citizens should no longer stand for it. 23 When Alexander concluded his speech,
Armando Leal, one of the Independent Club’s harshest critics, addressed the crowd:
The greatest of all opportunities has come—never before had the citizens of Laredo
so great a chance to get rid of the objectionable city administration as now. In forty
years the good voters of Laredo and Webb County have not seen a political faction
as that of the Progressive Citizens Party. For forty years we have been governed
by a political machine known as the Independent Party which has gone as far as to
deny the citizens to inspect the poll tax lists which are known to be public records,
and which are not the property of a single man, or a group of officials, but of all the
taxpayers of the community…All progressive citizens must stand united and on
April 3, vote for a clean and honest city government that will place Laredo back on
the stand for recovery and progress. 24
Once again, members of El Partido de la Garra brought up the fact that the Independent Club
refused to release the poll tax lists. Since the Old Party had a history of manipulating the
elections and illegally paying the poll tax for voters, the reformers had good reason to want to
look over the poll tax lists but were denied the opportunity to do so, and they reminded the
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public of it at every opportunity. Several other speakers addressed the crowd and promised to
work towards a better city government.
Keeping the Progressive Citizens Party’s promise to the citizens of Laredo, Clingenpeel
went before the city councilmen during their meeting on March 6 and petitioned them to go on
record favoring a secret ballot on the city’s upcoming election. He also requested representation
at the polling sites from both parties and the sealing of ballot boxes. Unable to find any legal
reasons to deny the petitions, the council agreed to all of them.25 The Independent Club was
starting to realize that no matter what they did, members of El Partido de la Garra would not
give in without a fight; rigging the elections would become more difficult for them. The Old
Party, would however, do anything in its power to halt the reformers from making any headway.
After allegedly visiting the county tax collector’s office and having a run in with Farés
Sánchez, an ex-Progressive Citizens Party member, José B. DaCamara was arrested by thirtysix-year-old Chief Deputy Sheriff Refugio Carrejo, on charges of assault and abusive language. 26
Fined $22.50 for assault and $13.50 for using abusive language, DaCamara made bond and gave
notice of an appeal because he believed that the Independent Club was targeting him since he
was a member of the opposition. 27
In addition to charging members of the opposition with petty crimes, the Old Party
announced the release of a new weekly publication titled, The Independent. The first issue was
released on March 10 and was published by the Texas Publishing Company on Matamoros
Street. The Independent was a four-page, six-column publication whose purpose was to further
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the Old Party’s agenda. Although it was supposed to be the Independent Club’s way of reaching
out to the people, the newspaper was published anonymously. 28
A few days later, on March 13, Mayor Albert Martin resigned from his position as
chairman of the Webb County Relief Commission. His resignation came some time after
receiving a resolution passed by the Texas Relief Commission in Austin stating that “any
employee of this commission, or any member of any county board, be requested to resign
immediately upon announcement for any public office, or upon the assumption of duties of
campaign manager for any candidate for any public office.” 29 Unlike his brother Sheriff Martin,
who held several positions at once, Mayor Martin, although he did not resign immediately after
receiving the resolution, he did so on the day he announced that he was running for mayor, so as
not to be in conflict with the law.
Later that day, the Independent Club released its slate of candidates and the members of
Progressive Citizens Party learned who they would be running against in the municipal election.
At an Independent Club convention held in the 111th District Courtroom on March 13, Mayor
Martin was selected to run for a fifth term. All of the city’s incumbents were chosen to run, with
the exception of the aldermen for the Third Ward. Ben G. Salinas and Manuel Cruz had both
resigned and were replaced with Richard E. “Dick” Misener and Charles H. Walker on the
ballot.30 The Old Party would announce its slate of officers in a rally held the following night.
Attended by roughly 2,000 people on the grounds of Bruni Elementary School, on San
Eduardo Avenue, the Independent Club’s rally was held not only to inform the people of the
party’s slate of candidates, but to answer charges made by the Progressives Citizens Party in a
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printed pamphlet they had distributed throughout the city. Speaking in both English and
Spanish, Manuel J. Raymond criticized Elver G. Clingenpeel, Dan M. Valdez, and Delis Negrón
for their campaign tactics, which he claimed were riddled with personal abuse. Furthermore, he
spoke of El Partido de la Garra’s leaders in general, accusing them of being anti-Mexican and
that a few of them who had been in the city only a short time did not understand the people of
Laredo and how things worked in Webb County. Farés Sánchez and Eduardo Idar also spoke at
the rally, berating the leaders of the Progressive Citizens Club for issuing a circular that
criticized members of their party. 31 It is interesting that the “three musketeers,” all of whom
abandoned their party to join the ranks of the Independent Club, were now the primary speakers
at the rallies.
To conclude the meeting, María de la Luz Treviño, a twenty-five-year-old farm laborer,
directed her speech, in both English and Spanish, to Mexican-American women.32 She urged
them to exercise their right to vote, go out to the polls on April 3, and reelect the Independent
Party candidates. The present city officers’ reelection would ensure that no class lines would be
drawn in the city, Treviño added. With that advice, the Old Party’s first “ward” meeting was
completed.33 The Independent Club would be hosting a series of rallies at different locations
throughout the city, in order to try and reach out to the people in all the wards; the second “ward”
rally would take place the following week.
Held on the lawn of the Montrose School, on Meadow Avenue, the Old Party’s Fridaynight rally attracted a large crowd. Speaking from the school’s porch, Eduardo Idar, Webb
County’s Deputy Tax Assessor and first speaker of the rally, ridiculed El Partido de la Garra’s
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leaders, Clingenpeel and DaCamara. Referring to their public records, Idar claimed that both
men did not have the best interest of the city in mind, but rather, their own selfish agenda. In
another speech that night, María de la Luz Treviño once again urged all Mexican-Americans to
vote for Independent Club candidates. 34 Attacking several leaders of the Progressive Citizens
Club, Treviño asserted, both in English and Spanish, that the reformers had an affinity for Ku
Klux Klan ideologies. It is unclear where Treviño was obtaining her information; the most likely
scenario is that the Independent Club was providing her with pre-written speeches. The
concluding speaker of the night and an ex-El Partido de la Garra member, Farés Sánchez, spoke
along the same lines as Treviño, accusing the opposition’s leaders of being anti-Mexican. Only
now, when they were trying to obtain as many votes as possible, was the Progressive Citizens
Party embracing people of Mexican origin, Sánchez argued.35
Addressing the crowd gathered at Independence Plaza from a window of the Central
School on Saturday evening, Treviño, Sánchez, Manuel Vela, a loan officer, and Edwin J.
Wormser, a distributing agent of German ancestry, railed against the Progressive Citizens
Party.36 Once again, they were trying to convince the public that the leaders of the new party
were racist. Race lines had been drawn in the city, Sánchez stated, but if the people decided to
allow the Independent Club to remain in power, the situation would be remedied. 37 Sánchez’s
argument seems nonsensical since the Old Party was already in power and had been so for
decades. If race lines had been drawn it is because they allowed them to be drawn. It would
make more sense if his argument was being made by the Progressive Citizens Party because they
could promise a change in the way race issues were being handled in the city.
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While the Independent Club was busy trying to convince the public that the leaders of El
Partido de la Garra were xenophobic, the Progressive Citizens Party held a rally of its own,
which was broadcast for all of Laredo to hear.38 Countering the charges made against the party
by the Independent Club, Sam Alexander stated that the opposition had been using the Mexican
National Anthem in their “ballyhoo to attract attention,” and urged the Mexican consul to take
steps to prevent its use in the future. 39 Following in Alexander’s footsteps, José B. DaCamara
countered the Old Party’s accusations against him that charged him with being anti-Mexican.
How could he be anti-Mexican, DaCamara questioned, when he had “Latin blood in his veins
and had some fine granddaughters that were of Mexican extraction?” 40 It seems El Partido de la
Garra members were on the defensive about the allegations of racism. Several other speakers
defended DaCamara and the charges made against him by Independent Club members.
Obtaining women’s votes at the polls was apparently becoming increasingly important to
both political parties. In the past, unless a woman was a candidate for office, women did not
usually speak at political rallies in Laredo. During the municipal election campaign of 1934,
however, that began to change. At their last couple of rallies, the Old Party had María de la Luz
Treviño speak to their constituents. In keeping with their progressive agenda, El Partido de la
Garra, invited Consuelo Flores, the thirty-eight-year-old wife of Brigido Flores, a local
accountant, to make a speech at their rally. 41 Flores told the people of Laredo that it was
“necessary that they awake to the fact that they have been in servitude the past forty years, must
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throw off the shackles,” and vote for the Progressive
Citizens Party candidates in the upcoming election. 42
J. B. Donoho, candidate for mayor, informed
the citizens of his plans for the city government if he
was elected. Regular audits of the city books, the
equalization of taxes, and a full cooperation of the
city and the Chamber of Commerce were of utmost
importance to Donoho. Public schools should be
taken out of politics and the segregation of MexicanAmerican children in the public schools should be
abolished. Most importantly, however, Donoho
promised to support the will of the people at all
times in matters pertaining to public welfare.43 After
several more speakers urged the people to go out and
vote for El Partido de la Garra, the meeting was
concluded.
The next day Plútarco Leal, a custom broker
and the Progressive Citizens Party candidate for
treasurer, published an advertisement in the Laredo
Times in which he answered accusations made
against him in the last issue of The Independent, the
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Figure 7.2: "Plútarco Leal, Political Advertisement,"
Laredo Times, March 18, 1934.
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Old Party’s weekly publication.44 Accused of not paying his taxes, Leal insisted that anyone
who wanted to see his payment records should go to the tax office and ask the tax collector and
assessor how much he owes in taxes; it was nothing, he assured the readers. Leal took the
opportunity to inform the public of the reasons he chose to run for treasurer of the city on El
Partido de la Garra’s ticket. The City of Laredo’s finances needed to be revamped, and he and
the other Progressive Citizens Party members would work diligently to “lift the city from the
chaos in which it finds itself.” 45 Before concluding his letter, Leal mocked the editors of The
Independent for misspelling his name in their publication; either they were too ignorant or were
trying to be funny, but in both instances they fell short.46 During this campaign, the Old Party
was taking the opposition’s attacks more seriously and they staged more rallies to counter the
attacks made on them.
At the third of the Independent Club’s “ward” rallies, held at MacDonnell Elementary
School, on Benavides Street, Old Party members tried to convince Laredo’s voters that some
members of El Partido de la Garra were racist and that if they wanted to make sure the city’s
schools did not begin to segregate their children they had to vote for Independent Club
candidates. Edwin Wormser, a distributing agent who had been a member of the Progressive
Citizens Party in 1932, but switched parties shortly after the “three musketeers,” compared
Albert Martin and J. B. Donoho, the candidates for mayor, and gave reasons as to why Martin
was the better choice. 47 Similarly, Manuel J. Raymond should be voted for instead of Dan M.
Valdez because Raymond was a recognized attorney and Valdez never saw a day in court,
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Wormser added.48 With the election two weeks away, the parties began to campaign even more
vigorously.
Held on the vacant lots near the corner of Flores Avenue and Washington Street, the
Progressive Citizens Party rally drew a large crowd. Valdez, chairman of the Progressive
Citizens Party, mocked the Old Party for not having any real leadership; no one knew who was
in charge, Valdez claimed. Following his short introduction, three women spoke at the rally.
Consuelo Flores spoke of the heroism of Mexican-Americans and informed rally-goers that
under the leadership of El Partido de la Garra racial prejudice would never exist within the city.
Speaking along the same lines, Manuelita Vargas, a seventy-year-old widowed dressmaker,
urged Mexican-Americans in Laredo to vote for the reformers to ensure that their children
receive a better education. 49 Josefa García, the thirty-year-old wife of Rufino G. García,
candidate for alderman, appealed to the mothers of Laredo to vote for El Partido de la Garra on
April 3.50 Maintaining that she was of both Mexican and Anglo ancestry, García argued that the
mothers of Laredo should strive to “educate their children in the principles of Americanism,” and
in order to be allowed to do so, they should vote for the new party. 51 Women were taking a more
profound interest in politics. With El Partido de la Garra’s formation and subsequent popularity
among the citizens of Laredo, the clubs were forced to appeal to a larger percentage of the
population to obtain more votes. Therefore, having women’s support was crucial to whatever
party wanted to claim a victory, and in order to persuade women to vote for their party, both
clubs believed that having women address other women at the rallies would help them
accomplish their goals.
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After the conclusion of the women’s speeches, Sam Alexander drew a parallel between
the present city government and an absolute monarchy or dictatorship and stated that such a
government did not make the people happy. What people needed was harmony and love of
country, not racial strife. Francisco Sánchez Garza, a new member to the Progressive Citizens
Party, explained to the public his reasons for abandoning the ranks of the Old Party. Sánchez
Garza denied the claims made by the Independent Club that he had switched parties out of
personal interest. After becoming convinced that the welfare of the community would never be
insured as long as the Old Party was in control, he left the party. 52
Allegations had been made that Elver G. Clingenpeel disseminated information provided
to him by indiscreet members of the grand jury after the indictments of city and county officials
in May 1932. At the rally, however, Clingenpeel stated that District Attorney John A. Valls had
been the one who told him that the men were going to be indicted, before the indictments were
presented in the district court. To further vilify the Independent Club, Clingenpeel read a letter
written in the Spring of 1932, signed by Valls, in which Valls accused the police department of
paying poll taxes for the citizens of Laredo. This crime was much worse than theft, Clingenpeel
opined. Police officers guilty of such corruption were worse criminals than the ordinary thief. 53
The meeting came to a close, and the people of Laredo waited anxiously for the next
Independent Club rally to see how they would respond to the accusations made against them by
El Partido de la Garra.
Gathered on the grounds of the Central School, on Farragut Street, the Independent Club
commenced its meeting after listening to a recording of “America,” and the first few lines of
“My Country ‘Tis of Thee.” Referring to 1932, when Eduardo Idar, Farés Sánchez, and he left
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the Progressive Citizens Party, Raymond, one of the rally’s principal speakers, specified that
Clingenpeel, DaCamara, Louis Hausman, candidate for alderman and owner of Hausman Bros.
Packing Co., and W. B. Johnson had all voted for the Old Party in the municipal election of
1932. Three weeks later, they had approached members of El Partido de la Garra about being
able to choose candidates for the county election in the fall and they all joined the new party.
This was one of the primary reasons the “three musketeers” left the ranks of the Progressive
Citizens Party, Raymond claimed. 54 All the other speakers at the rally spoke about the same
topics that had been previously discussed at other rallies. 55 The municipal election was one week
away, and both parties had rallies planned in the days leading up to the election.
Crammed into the empty lots near the corner of Flores Avenue and Washington Street on
March 31, several thousand spectators listened to what El Partido de la Garra’s members had to
say. Librado Peña del Barrio, a forty-two-year-old salesman, and the rally’s first speaker,
criticized Albert Martin in his capacity as mayor. 56 Mayor Martin had never done anything
worthwhile to improve the city’s welfare. In fact, the mayor had refused the aid that the
President of the United States had offered the city’s less fortunate and had also done everything
in his power to prevent the distribution of flour by the American Red Cross to the citizens of
Webb County, Peña del Barrio claimed. He continued to blast members of the Old Party
including City Secretary Apolonio R. García and District Attorney Valls. 57
DaCamara took the stage next and spoke of the reasons he had for being involved in
politics. His comments were as follows:
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They (Independent Club) have had a great deal to say as to why I am in this
campaign. I am in it to break this life-time system of holding office, to put politics
on a competitive basis, to see that the city charter is complied with, to have a new
deal as all the world is getting. They have not given us any reason why they did
not equalize taxes. They have not explained to us why they have not decreased
expenses proportionately with their income. They have not explained why they
have not balanced their budget, nor why they have let the city run in the hole. They
have not published a financial statement…They don’t get down to facts. They talk
on the defensive, on personal issues. They do not tell the taxpayers what they have
done, or what they are going to do. Their attention was called to these deplorable
conditions two years ago. They have done nothing about them. 58
After berating the city officials for not doing their job, DaCamara went on to say that he had
backed the Independent Club during the municipal elections of 1932, because at that time, he felt
the Old Party was doing the right thing, but as soon as he discovered that they were not acting
honestly and took no steps to better their leadership, he pledged his support to El Partido de la
Garra.59
Speaking after DaCamara, Armando Leal assured the crowd that the city administration
had, in forty years, done nothing for the city. Now that they had formidable opposition,
however, they began to promise the public all sorts of civic improvements, but those were
merely promises, Leal asserted. Valls and City Secretary Apolonio R. García, who Leal
nicknamed, “El Tigre del Pedregal,” (Tiger of the Scree) were the worst of the city officials,
argued Leal.60
Oliver W. Killam, also criticized the way the city government was being run. Under
Antonio M. Bruni, the city administration ran smoothly, Killam recalled, but under the new and
inefficient leadership, Laredo was succumbing to a deep economic depression. He predicted that
the Progressive Citizens Party would win by a close majority at the polls in April, and Laredo
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would finally see an end to the complete domination of the political machine in the city. Killam
went on to say that Eduardo Idar commented on the repatriation of thousands of people into
Mexico by the US government in an article he wrote for The Independent. Those comments,
Killam believed, were treasonous, and the article should be sent to Washington, D.C. for review.
After making such a serious accusation, Killam urged the Mexican-American voters of the city
to go to the polls in April to vote for El Partido de la Garra and finally rid themselves of the
incompetent city officials. 61
After Killam’s incendiary speech, Clingenpeel addressed the public and informed them
that the last Independent Club rally had been a disaster for the Old Party. He claimed that 2,500
Progressive Citizens Party members and supporters filled all the seats and standing room at the
rally and that the only Old Party supporters present were those standing on the platform. Valls
did not respond to any of the accusations made against him. While Clingenpeel had, in the past,
criticized Valls in regard to his public office, Valls had violently attacked him on a personal level
“phrasing his statements in a most diabolical manner,” Clingenpeel stated.62 The rest of the rally
proceeded in a very similar manner, with the speakers blasting the Independent Club leaders and
urging the public to vote for El Partido de la Garra in April.
On the eve of election day, both parties hosted their final rallies in a last-ditch effort to
obtain votes. Both of the rallies featured talks from the various candidates for office and each of
them had a chance to answer the charges that had been leveled against them by members of the
opposition.63
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Election day commenced with a party atmosphere. The Independent Club hosted a
barbeque for the public beginning at daybreak; once again, feeding the city’s less fortunate in
exchange for their votes. Schools and businesses were closed, so everyone had an opportunity to
vote. Both parties had slogans whitewashed on the sidewalks of Laredo’s busiest streets, and
cars were zipping by with banners supporting their party hanging from them. As soon as the
polls opened, long lines formed at every polling place in the city. 64
Despite the Progressive Citizens Party’s intense labor in campaigning, the Old Party won
by an overwhelming majority. Records show that 5,806 people out of 6,947 that had obtained
poll tax receipts, voted. The election saw the highest
percentage, eighty three percent, of voters ever recorded
in Laredo’s history. The Independent Club received a
majority of votes in all of the polling places except, for
Ward No. 1, Place 2, where El Partido de la Garra saw
a majority of several hundred votes for every office. 65
The Progressives Citizens Party was finally triumphant,
even if it was only in one of the city’s wards. Although
it was a small victory, it demonstrated that some of the
citizens of Laredo were unhappy with the city’s
Figure 7.3: "Progressive Party Out of School
Race," Laredo Times, April 6, 1934.

administration and were taking steps to remedy it. (For
Election Results See: Appendix D.)
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The following Saturday, the elections for school trustees for Laredo Independent School
District (LISD) were held. Endorsed by the Old Party, Ben G. Salinas, an automobile dealer, and
Michael S. Ryan, an accountant, were up for reelection. Antonio Valls Armengol, a wholesale
merchant was chosen to succeed Federico H. Ligarde as tax collector. They were to run against
Progressive Citizens Party candidates, Ernestina Sánchez, a forty-year-old living with her
widowed father and adult sisters, María Juárez, a wealthy woman who lived with her nephew,
and A. L. Vidaurri. 66 However, in protest of the results of the municipal election, which El
Partido de la Garra members believed was rigged, the reformers instructed the public to stay
away from the polls on Saturday for the school board election. A majority of their supporters did
not vote, so Independent Club candidates won by a landslide; the Progressive Citizen Party
candidate with the most votes, received a total of 28 votes. 67
Although the elections seemed to have gone smoothly and without violence, on Monday,
April 9, five boys ranging from thirteen to sixteen years of age, were arrested. They were
charged with murdering Charles Schwartz, the nineteen-year-old son of a wealthy railroad
conductor, and Leopoldo Gutiérrez, also nineteen. 68 Bond was set at $500 each. One of the
boys, sixteen-year-old Genaro Flores, provided a statement to the police. 69 His statement,
translated from Spanish to English, read as follows:
I, Genaro Flores, Alonso Ramos, Benito Saldívar, Armando Linares, Crecencio
Solano, and Fernando Llaguno, all of these boys and myself were at the corner of
Flores and Washington on the night of the third, throwing stones at all the
automobiles that passed by there and when the car carrying some boys, one of
whom I understand is dead and another is badly hurt, yelled “Hurray for the Old
Party,” we threw some stones at them. And when two of them fell from the car to
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the pavement, we hit them with stones and bricks some more, and kicked them, and
then we ran and went to other places. Before this we had been throwing stones at
the car of Mr. Honeyman in front of the office of Mr. Clingenpeel. All that I am
saying here I am saying voluntarily. It happened on that night here in Laredo, Webb
County, Texas, and is God’s truth. (Signued [sic]) GENARO FLORES.70
The following day, however, Flores recanted his statement saying he had been threatened into
making it. At his habeas corpus hearing, Flores testified that the other four boys were stationed
in different parts of Laredo selling the extra edition of the Laredo Times, and he had mentioned
their names only because they were friends of his. Upon hearing of this, the four boys were
released and only Flores remained in custody. 71 Eventually, Flores was released, and no charges
were filed.
The following month, on May 6, Henry Keene, who along with Eduardo Villarreal and
Tomás Hernández, was awaiting his extradition hearing for what was being dubbed the “bathtub
kidnapping” of Luis López in January, was appointed to continue serving as the Deputy US
Marshal at Laredo, a post he had held since March 1931, even though his extradition hearing was
set for later that week. 72
At their extradition hearing on May 11, Federal Judge Thomas Martin Kennerly of
Houston, decided to hold Villarreal and Hernández, while pending action by the US State
Department and President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The charges against Keene were dropped.
The next day, Villarreal and Hernández were transported, ironically, by Keene to the Nueces
County Jail in Corpus Christi.73 A few days later, San Antonio’s Chief of Police, Owen W.
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Kilday, presented to the president of the Texas Chiefs of Police and City Marshals Union, a
petition in which all members protest against the extradition of Villarreal remarking that:
“Villarreal has long been identified as one of the most efficient officers on the Mexican border.
He has had 20 years of experience and served a number of years in the Laredo Police
Department. On numerous occasions he has cooperated with this department requesting his
assistance. His services have been most valuable to all the peace officers in Texas.”74
According to Kilday, there were few officers like Villarreal. His skill set was necessary to the
police force, and therefore everything must be done in order to halt his extradition.
Meanwhile, in Laredo, District Attorney John A. Valls was preparing ouster proceedings
to remove Villarreal from his post as constable. 75 Shortly afterward, the defense attorneys filed a
writ of habeas corpus seeking the release of Villarreal and Hernández, but it was denied by Judge
Kennerly on the grounds that the men had committed actions deemed illegal, not only in Mexico,
but in Texas, as well. 76 Following Kennerly’s refusal to grant the habeas corpus, the case was
appealed to the US Circuit Court of Appeals and a bond of $10,000
each was granted to both Villarreal and Hernandez.77
The following day, the Webb County Democratic Executive
Committee announced that all candidates for the Democratic
Primary to be held on July 26 had paid their assessments, including
Edwin J. Wormser, as candidate for constable. Villarreal, who was
still being held at the Nueces County Jail because he could not
Figure 7.4: "Ed Villarreal," Laredo
Times, June 30, 1934

afford his bond, resigned from his position and Wormser was
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appointed constable in his place. 78 The following month, Luis Lopez, the man kidnapped by
Villarreal and Hernández, was fined $1,000 and sentenced to five years in a federal prison by
Judge R. J. McMillan in a federal court in San Antonio.79 Eventually, after almost a year,
Villarreal and Hernández were released because Mexico failed to act in the extradition
proceedings. On June 29, 1935, Valls appointed Villarreal to a position of a special investigator
for the 49th District Court; the Independent Club got its way yet again. 80
Disillusioned that the Old Party always managed to control the city and county elections,
the Progressive Citizens Party decided to no longer submit a slate of candidates for the elections.
Opposition to the Independent Club continued, but on a much smaller scale. The Laredo Times
editor in the late 1930s, however, published a series of editorials negatively portraying the Old
Party which led to much strife for many of its members. While the Independent Club did not see
any more opposition at the polls for several decades the seeds of opposition had been planted by
El Partido de la Garra.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE END OF EL PARTIDO DE LA GARRA AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE OLD PARTY: A
CONCLUSION
After El Partido de la Garra’s candidates were defeated during the municipal elections
of April 3, 1934, its leaders boycotted the Laredo Independent School District (LISD) Board of
Trustees election that followed. The Independent Club had managed to secure a victory at the
polls, but the results of the election had been manipulated by the Old Party, claimed the
reformers. Two months later, members of El Partido de la Garra assembled to choose a new set
of officers for the following year.
During the elections, the Progressive Citizens Party ran on the premise that they did not
believe in any official serving for more than two terms and this was their way of showing the
citizens of Laredo they were not like the Old Party. Librado Peña del Barrio, a forty-two-yearold salesman, was chosen as the party’s next president; John L. George, an attorney from Corpus
Christi and former customs inspector, and Dr. Edmund H. Sauvignet, a surgeon, were selected to
serve as vice presidents; Genaro G. Benavides, a cashier at the Meat & Fish Company, was
chosen for secretary, and Dr. Ray B. Wright, a general practitioner became the treasurer. 1 A
board of thirty-six directors was also selected. Additionally, the members passed a resolution not
to support any candidate for the Democratic primaries in July, unless the candidate formally
submitted an application requesting the party’s support, so no candidate could run claiming they
had the full support of the party. 2
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On the other hand, the Independent Club, as usual, endorsed a full slate of candidates.
All of the present county officers and several candidates for district and state offices were
endorsed. Among those endorsed was Milton H. West for civil court of appeals, and for state
senator for the 17th district, the Old Party endorsed the notorious political boss, Archie Parr from
nearby Duval County. 3 To ensure the political bosses in Webb County remained on his side, in
early August 1934, Parr visited his friends in Laredo, all longtime Independent Cub members.
His opponent, Jim Neal, had recently been gaining a large following in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley.4 In Laredo, the “Friends of Jim Neal,” a group of supporters campaigning for Neal,
began to assemble, and vowed to do everything in their power to make sure that Archie Parr
would not become senator.
To make matters worse for the Old Party,
Herschiel L. Hunt became the new editor of the
Laredo Times.5 He would prove to be a thorn in
the Independent Club’s side throughout the late
1930s. When Hunt moved to Laredo, he began to
observe the inner workings of the political
machine and quickly became disillusioned.

Figure 8.1: "Friends to Fete Neal," Laredo Times,
August 26, 1934.
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Almost immediately after his appointment, Hunt began to publish editorials and articles in
opposition to the Old Party; the first was an announcement for a barbeque in support of Jim Neal
for senator after his victory over the incumbent, Parr, for nominee for the 27 th District. Parr had
served as senator for 26 years. Surprisingly, Neal carried Webb County by a vote of 1,933 to
1,837. In Laredo, however, Parr won by a margin of 235 votes.6 Taking a page from the
Independent Club’s book, Oliver W. Killam, along with the staff of the Laredo Times, organized
a barbeque for the people of Laredo; everyone was invited, even those who did not vote for
Neal.7 Perhaps they were hoping the citizens would begin to vote for the Old Party’s opposition
if they saw that they too, would feed them.
Discontent with the results of the senatorial race, and probably at the behest of Parr and
the other South Texas political bosses, a re-districting measure was planned in Austin resulting
in a victory for Parr. John A. Valls, however, publically denounced the gerrymandering rumors
and pledged to stand against any redistricting measures.8 Ultimately, the Texas Legislature
blocked every move for the redistricting measures.9 Neal would be the Democratic candidate for
senator in the election of November 6, 1934.
Unfortunately, the Progressive Citizens Party did not enter any candidates to oppose the
Old Party for any county offices. Perhaps they were too disillusioned with the results of the
municipal election that same year, or they finally realized, they could not compete with the
Independent Club and their almost absolute control of South Texas politics. El Partido de la
Garra never entered another candidate for an election again.
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In March of 1936, however, Ezequiel D. Salinas, former member of the Progressive
Citizens Party, announced his candidacy for city secretary against the incumbent, Apolonio R.
García. Salinas was running under many of the same tenets the candidates of El Partido de la
Garra ran under in 1932 and 1934. He was fighting to bring Laredo up to par with other cities of
its size; Laredo needed more progressive leaders, Salinas claimed. 10 In the end, García won by a
landslide.11 While the Old Party once again prevailed over the opposition at the polls, the party
would suffer a massive setback later that year.
City Attorney Manuel J. Raymond and Assistant City Attorney M. J. Algee following a
disagreement with Mayor Albert Martin, resigned from their posts in September. Born out of
Raymond’s sense of integrity, the disagreement with the mayor stemmed from the men’s
differing views of who should be sued for their delinquent taxes. Raymond did not agree with
the mayor’s views that did not allow him to sue the “big boys who really owed taxes and to
whom the city owed allegiance.” 12 Furthermore, Raymond argued that if the city collected
delinquent taxes from everyone, the city’s policemen and firemen would be able to receive a
livable wage. He wanted to run his office honestly and legally, he said, but the mayor would not
allow him to do so. 13 Raymond’s resignation brought with it a growing distrust of the Old Party.
Following the general election on November 3, 1936, Hunt published an editorial in
which he offered a critique of Webb County’s election returns. It was time, Hunt asserted, to
vote the Independent Club candidates out of office.
We (Laredo Times’ staff) aim to be just as vigorously opposed to those few who
are nothing but job-sitters and who are holding back this city from the place it
deserves in the march of progress...We believe that the time has arrived, and is fully
10
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ripe, for the progressive people of this section to do one of two things. First, get
some immediate action from some of our mole-boring office holders who are
killing this city and county by their inactivity and by constantly discouraging
progress. Second, get some live-wire, progressive, patriotic citizens in these
places.14
It had become clear that the Laredo Times was opposed to the Old Party and they were not afraid
to comment on the inefficiency of its officers. Editorials published by the newspaper increased
over the years.
In 1938, during the Democratic
Primary on July 23, the Laredo Times,
which at the time was being published by
William Prescott Allen, a staunch
Independent Club opponent, ran a series
of editorials claiming the Independent
Club was on its way out. Oliver W.
Killam, who had been organizing much
of Senator Jim Neal’s campaigns in the
county and who was being dubbed Webb
County’s new political boss by the
Laredo Times, would be able to widen
Figure 3.2: "New Webb Political Boss: Oliver W. Killam," Laredo
Times, July 23, 1938.

the lead between Neal and his opponent,

Rogers Kelley, and ultimately, topple the control of the Independent Club in Webb County, the
editorial stated.15 Although Neal fell short of reacquiring the nomination for senator in the
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Democratic Primary, the Laredo Times, with the help of Killam, continued to publically blast the
Independent Club leaders for several years.
Allegations of extortion on the part of the Old Party surfaced in 1939. Reportedly, LISD
school teachers were asked to contribute money for a political fund, yet, none of the money was
reported by party leaders. Additionally, leading members of the Independent Club attempted to
prevent the Laredo Times from publishing any information on the extortion by bribing its editor;
Hunt did not succumb to the Old Party’s enticement. 16 Thanks to the insistent coverage by the
newspaper, Independent Club leaders and several members of the school board, agreed to halt
the extortion of teachers in Laredo.
On February 26, 1940, resulting from continued pressure from the Laredo Times on
Mayor Martin and his inefficiency in running Laredo, the mayor decided to step down and not to
run for an eighth term. Although the newspaper had been relentlessly attacking Martin for
several months, upon hearing the news that he would not be seeking another term in office, the
Laredo Times printed a favorable farewell for the mayor which outlined the mayor’s personal
and public achievements.17 Hugh S. Cluck, a cashier at a bank, replaced Martin as mayor after
his victory in an uncontested election in the fall of 1940. 18 He would remain in office until
Joseph Claude “Pepe” Martin, Jr., Sheriff Martin’s son, was elected mayor in 1954.
One year after J. C. Martin, Jr. became mayor, Charles B. Dick, a prominent businessman
and rancher, formed the Reform Party, along with several other Laredoans who were also
discontent with the political machine in the city. 19 Dick’s disillusionment with the Old Party
“Extortion Ends,” Laredo Times, June 11, 1938.
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stemmed from a situation encountered by one of his employees. His ranch hand had an affair
with an older woman with ties to the Independent Club, and after ending the affair, the woman
accused him of rape. Charges were filed, and the man was sentenced to two years in prison for a
crime he did not commit. The Independent Club’s nonchalant attitude of sending an innocent
man to prison deeply affected Dick, hence his need to form a new party of opposition. Members
of the newly formed party approached Radcliffe Killam, a Harvard educated lawyer and son of
Oliver W. Killam, and asked him to join their ranks, but he declined. Nonetheless, the Reform
Party’s ranks continued to swell. For six consecutive years, the Reform Party opposed the
Independent Club, yet other than obtaining a handful of school board positions, they were wholly
unsuccessful.20 Unsuccessful in any attempt they made to rid the city and county of the Old
Party’s control, the Reform Party disintegrated and the Independent Club, once again, found
itself without opposition.
For two decades, the Independent Club found itself with little opposition. In the mid1970s, however, Laredo saw a surge in opposition to the political machine. After spending some
time in Laredo, Aldo Tatangelo, an Italian-American who owned Frontier Novelty, a wholesale
business on Lincoln Street, and a maquiladora in Nuevo Laredo that manufactured sunglasses,
became discontent with how Laredo politics functioned. The only way he could remedy the
problem, Tatangelo concluded, was by obtaining an official position within the city government.
So, in 1978, he decided to run for mayor. Prepared to launch a vigorous campaign, Tatangelo
prepared a fifteen-point program targeting what he believed were issues of the utmost
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importance to the city. These included a restructuring of the Street Department and numerous
programs to help the city’s underprivileged. 21
An audit of the Street Department was conducted at the request of Taxpayers Organized
for Public Service (TOPS), by Lawrence Berry, Tatangelo’s outspoken colleague, and it revealed
that roughly $1.2 million per year was being embezzled by the city’s political bosses. 22 Some of
that money was going towards paying “phantom workers,” or people who were on the payroll of
the Street Department but never showed up to work. Whenever those heading the Street
Department wanted a raise and it was not granted, they simply added a close family member to
the payroll, thus indirectly receiving their raise.
As a result of the investigations of the Street Department as well as faced with federal
prosecution, J. C. Martin, Jr. announced that he would not be seeking reelection after twenty-four
years in office. A federal grand jury charged J. C. Martin, Jr. with more than 300 counts of mail
fraud, but his attorneys managed to bring the charges down to one. J. C. Martin, Jr. was
sentenced to ninety days in the Webb County Jail, along with four years’ probation for sending a
$250 city check by mail to pay for paint for his personal ranches; he served his sentence by
spending thirty consecutive weekends, from Friday evening to Sunday morning, in a plush cell at
the county jail. It is estimated that J. C. Martin, Jr. squandered roughly $12 million. His
downfall ultimately brought about the end of the of the Independent Club’s control over South
Texas.23
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Throughout the Independent Club’s eighty-four-year reign, the party faced serious
opposition only three times. During the Great Depression, El Partido de la Garra sustained its
resistance to the Old Party for three years. Armed mostly with their words and with what little
information they could obtain from the tax rolls, the leaders of the Progressive Citizens Party
shook the Old Party’s stability to its very core. Not accustomed to having any opposition at the
polls, Independent Club incumbents were forced to campaign like never before in order to
maintain their control of the city and county governments. While El Partido de la Garra’s
candidates never managed to secure political office, they provided a model for anyone who
wanted to overthrow the Old Party. Ultimately, however, the Independent Club was so
entrenched in the politics of not only South Texas, but of the whole state, and the country, to be
easily dismantled. It took TOPS, a federal investigation and indictment of its highest official,
Mayor Joseph Claude “Pepe” Martin, Jr. to bring the party down.
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APPENDIX A
Municipal Election, April 5, 1932
Mayor
Albert Martin (IC)
2352
Hal L. Brennan (PCP)
1937
City Secretary
Apolonio R. García (IC)
2264
Dan M. Valdez (PCP)
2045
Marshal
Candelario Mendiola (IC)
2430
Robert F. Alexander (PCP)
1888
Tax Assessor
Joseph C. Martin (IC)
2439
Eduardo Idar (PCP)
1864
Tax Collector
C. P. Farias (IC)
2439
Nicolás M. Sánchez (PCP)
1864
Treasurer
J. A. Ortiz (IC)
2325
J. A. Simpson
1973
City Attorney
Bismark Pope (IC)
2260
Manuel J. Raymond (PCP)
2037
Alderman Ward 1
Hugh S. Cluck (IC)
2420
C. S. McKinney (PCP)
1882
Louis Franklin (IC)
2377
Ambrose Johnson (PCP)
1889
Alderman Ward 2
Joe Henry (IC)
2421
Alfonso Ochoa (PCP)
1834
T. A. Leyendecker (IC)
2433
Jesus Salinas (PCP)
1826
Alderman Ward 3
Ben G. Salinas (IC)
2389
Walter W. Winslow (PCP)
1834
A. J. Muller (IC)
2392
Thomas N. Worsham (PCP)
1849
Alderman Ward 4
W. S. Cantrell (IC)
2396
Santiago Pappas (PCP)
1788
Ed S. Russell (IC)
2396
L. E. Delfraise
1788
City Council Minutes, April 6, 1932, City Secretary’s Office, Laredo, Tex.
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APPENDIX B
Contested Race in the Democratic Primary, July 23, 1932
Candidate
District Attorney 9th
Judicial District
John A. Valls (IC)
Sterling T. Phelps, Jr. (PCP)

Votes
2539
1196

Sherriff

Alfredo A. García (IND)
Capt. W.M. Ryan (IND)PCP
C.S. McKinney (PCP)
Joseph C. Martin (IC)

711
490
268
2359

Constable Precinct No. 1

Eduardo Villarreal (IC)
Edwin J. Wormser (PCP)

1773
1195

J.S. Westbrook (IC)
J.D. Long (PCP)

1272
702

County Commissioner
Precinct No. 1

County Commissioner
Precinct No. 2

Val L. Puig (IC)
Refugio "Cuco" Benavides (PCP)
Webb County Election Returns, Election Administration Office, Laredo, Tex.

381
317
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APPENDIX C

November 8, 1932: General Election Results
Candidate
District Judge 49th Judicial District
District Attorney 49th Judicial District
Representative 75th District

John F. Mullally (IC)
John A. Valls (IC)
Paul S. Hill (IC)
Ezequiel D. Salinas (PCP)
County Judge
Justo S. Penn (IC)
Asa J. Neff (PCP)
County Attorney
Edward A. Mullally (IC)
Dan M. Valdez (PCP)
District Clerk
John T. Murphy (IC)
J. F. Villarreal (PCP)
County Clerk
J.A. Rodriguez (IC)
George F. Sprague (PCP)
Sherriff
Joseph C. Martin (IC)
José B. DaCamara, Jr. (PCP)
County Tax Collector
Amedee Ligarde (IC)
Albert M. Gutiérrez (PCP)
County Tax Assessor
B.J. Leyendecker (IC)
George R. Alexander (PCP)
County Treasurer
A.C. Hamilton (IC)
Tom Herring (PCP)
County Hide/Animal Inspector
Ernestino Mendoza (IC)
Martin F. Ramón (PCP)
County Commissioner Pct.
No.1 J.S. Westbrook (IC)
J.B. Donoho (PCP)
No.2 Val L. Puig (IC)
Amador E. García (PCP)
No. 3 John M. Martin (IC)
Alberto H. Magnon (PCP)
No. 4 D.D. Davis (IC)
Dr. Edmund H. Sauvignet (PCP)
Justice of the Peace Pct. No.1 Place 1
C.M. De la Garza (IC)
Simón G. Domínguez (PCP)
Rosendo Lozano (IND)
Justice of the Peace Pct. No.1 Place 2
Leopoldo Villegas (IC)
Frank J. Grosebeeck (PCP)
Constable Precinct No. 1
Eduardo Villarreal (IC)
Sam C. Alexander (PCP)
Hide and Animal Inspector
Emeterio Mendoza (IC)
Martín F. Ramón (PCP)
Webb County Election Returns, Election Administration Office, Laredo, Tex.

Votes
3753
3697
3280
1506
3155
1962
3066
2048
3225
1900
3194
1942
3118
2031
3084
2058
3152
1965
3084
2055
3042
2050
1521
1272
494
294
542
251
437
279
2431
1574
75
2456
1755
2350
1805
3042
2050
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APPENDIX D
Municipal Election, April 3, 1934
Candidate
Mayor
Albert Martin (IC)
J. B. Donoho (PCP)
City Secretary
Apolonio R. García (IC)
George F. Villarreal (PCP)
Marshal
Candelario Mendiola (IC)
George R. Alexander (PCP)
Tax Assessor
J. A. Lassig (IC)
Alberto H. Magnon (PCP)
Tax Collector
C.P. Farias (IC)
Francisco Sánchez Garza (PCP)
Treasurer
J. A. Ortiz (IC)
Plútarco Leal (PCP)
City Attorney
Manuel J. Raymond (IC)
Dan M. Valdez (PCP)
Phillip Kazen (write ins)
Alderman Ward 1 Place 1
Hugh S. Cluck (IC)
Carlos Richter (PCP)
Louis Franklin (IC)
Phillip N. Moore (PCP)
Alderman Ward 1 Place 2
Joe Henry (IC)
Alfonso F. Ochoa (PCP)
Thomas A. Leyendecker (IC)
José B. DaCamara (PCP)
Alderman Ward 1 Place 3
Richard E. Dick Misener (IC)
Con Mims (PCP)
Charles H. Walker (IC)
Rufino G. García (PCP)
Alderman Ward 1 Place 4
Ed S. Russell (IC)
Louis Hausman (PCP)
William S. Cantrell (IC)
A. M. Yeary (PCP)
City Council Minutes, April 3, 1934, City Secretary’s Office, Laredo, Tex.

Votes
3455
2360
3289
2519
3424
2382
3448
2364
3420
2405
3365
2447
3363
2434
3
3350
2442
3347
2438
3383
2393
3404
2383
3359
2433
3389
2379
3385
2373
3357
2367
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